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S{JMfr{AR.V

Despite the importance of cholesterol in heart dysfunction and disease and the

critical ¡ole of C** inheart function, little is known about the effects of cholesterol on Ca2*

movements in the heart. Nothing is known about the effects of low density lipoprotein

(LDL), the primary carrier of cholesterol in the circulation, on Ca2* movements in heart

muscle cells. Thus, the effects of LDL and oxidized LDL (oxLDL) on C&+ transients of

isolated rabbit cardiomyocytes were investigated. It was found that LDL can induce an

increase in the magnitude of the Ai¿+ transient in isolated cardiomyocytes. This is a

relatively slow process. The mechanism appears to involve a stimulation of a

transsarcolemmal CJ+ transport pathway. It was also found that oxLDL can induce

relatively rapid alterations in the Ca2* transients in isolated cardiomyocytes. The

mechanism appears to involve a modification of C** entry into the cell, possibly via the L-

type C** channel. Furthermore, fatty acyl chain peroxidation in the LDL moiety appears

to be more important than oxidized cholesterol in the generation of oxlDLinduced

increases in Ca2* transients in isolated cardiomyocytes. These findings have important

implications for cardiac contractile function in hypercholesterolemic and drug-treated

hypercholesterolemic subjects. F'urthermore, our data suggest that LDL oxidation induced

by free radicals may play an important role in influencing cardiac contractile function during

pathological conditions like ischemia/reperfusion or hypoxia/reoxygenation challenge.

O¡LDL is known to be an important factor in atherogenesis. The oxidative status

of isolated LDL and VLDL were investigated in23 patients with proven coronary disease



aîd 23 healthy asymptomatic control subjects. Our results demonstrate that LDL from

patients with coronary disease have an elevated oxidized cholesterol content and are more

susceptible to peroxidative modification. Conversely, the LDL apoprotein does not appear

to have been oxidatively modified in these patients. The data are consistent with a role for

oxidized LDL in coronary artery disease and indicate that the LDL lipid may be an

important oxidation site. Since vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMC) are a source of foam

cells in the atherosclerotic plaque, the effects of cholesterol oxidase and oxLDL on cultured

VSMC was also investigated. Our results indicate that oxidation of LDL cholesterol can

alter lipid deposition in the celI and change VSMC moqphology to resemble foam cells. The

oxidation of LDL cholesterol in vivo may ptay an important role in the modification of LDL

which could contribute to the generation of the lipidJaden foam cells and an atherogenic

plaque.
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Cholesterol is a common but important constituent of all membrane systems within

the myocardial cell. It alters the general physicai properties of the membrane by conferring

structural stabitity and rigidity to the phosphoiipid bilayer (139). However, its function in

the membrane does not appear to be a simple or static one. Strong evidence exists that

cholesterol is arranged in membranes asymmetrically (315,316) and can form choiesterol-rich

domains around proteins embedded in the membrane (139,258). These cholesterol

interactions with membrane proteins can alter ion movements in various tissues. For

example, invitro methods of altering membrane cholesterol levels have been shown to affect

activities of the kidney fibroblast Na+ pump (317),skeletal muscle sarcoplasmic reticulum

(SR) Ca2+ pump (274) and erythrocyte C*+ channels (31s).

Because C#+ is critical in determining the contractile state of the heart, the role

of any potential modifier of myocard ial C#+ flux (like cholesterol) is worthy of extensive

investigation. Previous studies (258,291.,319) have employed iiposomes to enrich or deplete

cholesterol levels in isolated sarcolemmal membranes. The effects of cholesterol varied

depending upon the transport protein examined. For example, cardiac Na* rcJ*

exchange was stimulated by cholesterol enrichment (258) whereas the sarcolemmal CJ+

pump was inhibited (258) and K+-pNPPase activity and passive CaZ+ binding were

unaffected (258). Despite this information, we still do not know the net effect that

cholesterol incorporation has on cellular CJ+ transients in whole ventricular cells.

Further, we have no information on its effect on ion transport when the lipid is presented

to the cell in the more physiologically relevant form of low density lipoprotein (LDL). Thus,



the purpose of the first part of my study was to determine the effect of the primary carrier

of cholesterol, LDL, on cellular C&+ transients.

It is now clear that LDL can be oxidized through non-en-4rmatic

(proteoglycans,immune complexes, free radicals) as well as enrymatic (lipase, oxygenase)

modification (88,L1,2,329). Under these circumstances, the three major parts of the

lipoprotein moiety (apoprotein, fatty acyl chain and cholesterol) can be oxidized. (88,329).

If the fatty acyl chain of phospholipids and triglycerides present in the LDL is oxidized

extensively, a broad spectrum of shorter-chain aldehydes (conjugated diene,

malondialdehyde and 4-hydroxynonenal) is generated (88,330,331). The cholesterol in LDL

can also be oxidized into several cholesterol oxide derivatives (1.14,332,344). OxLDL has

been identified in the subendothelial space of artery (106,326,327,334). A growing body of

evidence suggests that the oxidative modification of LDL which occurs in vivo may play an

important role in the process of atherogenic disease (88,320,99). For example, oxidized

LDL is able to recruit monocytes and induce foam cell formation through an accelerated

lipid influx into the cell (88,321,322). The effects of oxLDL are relevant to cells other than

just those in the vascular system. It is clear that a relatively high concentration of LDL exists

in the interstitial space in the heart and, therefore, cardiomyocytes would be exposed to this

LDL concentration (323).It is also increasing evident that oxygen-derived f¡ee radicals are

present in this extracellular space (324,325). When free radical generation increases under

conditions like ischemia/reperfusion or hypoxia/reoxygenation (324,333), the potential

increases for the generation of oxLDL in the extracellular fluid in contact with

cardiomyocytes. OxLDL has been identified in the subendothelial space (L06,320,326,327).



Thus, the potential exists for an effect of oxLDL on some aspect of the function of

cardiomyocytes. The effects of oxLDL on the Ca2* transient in isolated cardiomyocytes are

not known. However, it has been shown that cholesterol, when it is oxidized in situ in

myocardial sarcolemmal membrane vesicles, has significant effects on both passive and

active transarcolemmal Ca2* flux (282). Furthermore, one recent study demonstrated that

perfusion of isolated arterial segments with oxLDL resulted in enhanced agonist-induced

vasoconstrictions which were the result of a direct action on the vascular smooth muscle

(328). The authors suggested (but did not test) that oxLDL may be modulating vascular

contractility via an effect on transsarcolemmal Ca2* flux.

Since oxLDL concentration may increase in the heart during ischemia/reperfusion

or hypoxiafreorygenation when free radical production increases, it is important to

determine the effect of oxLDL on the myocardial C** transient. The Ca2* transient is a

cellular reflection of cardiac contractile performance. However, it is important to note that

although there is a close relationship between the Ca2* transient and force generation in a

myocardial muscle cell, in some pathological some cases this relationship can dissociate.

Ca2* overload is a common pathotogical event during ischemic/reperfusion injury and other

disease states in the heart. The mechanism responsible is not clear but may involve a

complex combination of enzymatic alterations and membrane structural changes. The

second part of my study was, therefore, undertaken to examine the effect of oxLDL on the

Ca2* transient of isolated rabbit cardiomyocytes.

At present, it is difficult to evaluate which lipid in the oxLDL moiety plays the most

important role in altering the calcium transient in isolated cardiomyocytes. In the third part

of this study, cholesterol oxidase (3-O-hydroxy-steroid oxidase), which catalyses the oxidation

of cholesterol to 4-cholesten-3-one and other oxidized cholesterol derivatives, was chosen



to specifically oxidize the cholesterol in the LDL. Thus, our objective was to examine if

oxidized cholesterol within the modified LDL is critical for producing the effects of oxLDL

on the cardiomyo qte C** transient.

If oxidized LDL is an important factor in atherogenesis, it is reasonable to postulate

that its circulating concentration may be higher in patients suffering from coronary attery

disease. The oxidative status of circulating lipoprotein in patients with coronary artery

disease is still unknown. The purpose of the fourth part of this study was to investigate if

oxidized lipoproteins were more prevalent in patients with severe coronary aftery disease

as compared to asymptomatic, healthy individuals. In addition, it was of interest to examine

which of the three major parts of the lipoprotein moiety (apoprotein, cholesterol, fatty acid

chains) may be more sensitive to oxidative modification during atherosclerotic heart disease.

In order to determine the mechanism for the atherogenic effects of oxidized LDL in

the vasculature, it has become important to identify the site of oxidation on the LDL moiety.

The oxidized site in the LDL may be the apoprotein or the fatty acid moiety or the

cholesterot (i.5,88,101,320). Peng and colleagues (335,336) examined the effect of oxidized

cholesterol on cultured smooth muscle cells by adding oxidized derivatives of cholesterol

directþ to the incubation medium. Their results demonstrated that autooxidation products

of cholesterol were strongly cytotoxic whereas purified cholesterol at the same concentration

produced no such effects. On the basis of these cytotoxic effects of oxidized cholesterol, the

authors concluded that oxidized cholesterol may be involved in atherosclerosis (335,336).

Flowever, because the cholesterol derivatives were presented freely in suspension in these

studies (335,336), it was likely to be interacting in a non-specific manner with the cell

membrane, which makes it impossible to determine if the effects were due to

intracellular action of the oxidized cholesterol (337) or due to a general disordering of

an

the
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cell plasma membrane (338). Thus, the cytotoxicity as well may be a function of the mode

of presentation of the oxidized cholesterol to the celi. Therefore, to avoid some of these

uncertainties, cholesterol oxidase was chosen in the fifth part of my study to investigate the

effect of oxidation of in situ cholesterol on viability, morphology and lipid deposition in

cultured aortic smooth muscle cells. The sixth part of my study was designed to observe if

LDL cholesterol could be oxidized and, if so, what its in vitro effects were on cultured

vascular smooth muscle cells. Cholesterol oxidase was employed to investigate the effect

of oxidized LDL cholesterol on vascular smooth muscle cells.
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I. The Fathogenesis of A.therosclerosis

Cardiovascular disease is still the major cause of death in North America and western

Europe. The majority of these deaths are due to myocardial or cerebral infarction,

atherosclerosis being the principal cause (1,).

The lesions of atherosclerosis have been observed in humans for centuries and were

known to the Lgth century European pathologists, who speculated about its origin. The

generic term "arteriosclerosis" for scarring and calcification of arteries was coined by

I¡bstein in 1829, and the distinctive type of arteriosclerosis characterized by lipid-rich

deposits was named "atherosclerosis" by Marchand in LgM. The clinical syndrome of angina

pectoris had been described by HeberdeninLTTZ, and myocardial infarction by Weigart in

18S0 (2). James Herrick, a Chicago cardiologist, linked the clinical signs and symptoms of

myocardial infarction with atherosclerosis and thrombosis of the coronary arteries in t9L2

(3). Coronary aftery disease was introduced into the international list of causes of death in

1e30 (4).

a. Fathologr of atherosclerosis.

Atherosclerosis, a specific form of arteriosclerosis, is primarily an intimal disease

characterized by fibrous (fibrolipid, atheromatous) plaques. The major types of

atherosclerosis lesions are: a) fibromuscular intimal thickening; b) fatty streaks; c) fibrous

streak; and d) complicated lesions (5-7).

Fibromuscular intimal thickening. Diffuse fibromuscular intimal thickening of



arteries that develops with age has been viewed as an integral part of the atherosclerotic

process or at least a requisite change for the development of atherosclerosis (8). There has

been considerable debate about whether this thickening represents a normal anatomic

structure peculiar to the coronary arteries, or whether it is an early stage of atherosclerosis.

Most evidence suggests that it is a normal structure, because it appears in the coronary

arteries of persons from all population groups, regardless of their disposition to

atherosclerosis in later life (9-11).

The fattv streak. The first clearly recognizable changes of atherosclerosis appear in

the intima and inner media of affected arteries as scattered deposits of lipid in smooth

muscle cells, interstitial spaces, and macrophages (4,7). Most often the lipids, being

predominantly cholesterol and its esters, are present in closely packed foam cells

immediatety beneath the endothelium or in elongated fat-containing cells scattered within

the intima. In both human and experimental models, the foam cells have been shown to be

derived from either smooth muscle cells (12) or macrophages (13). It is not surprising that

not all fatty streaks necessarilyprogress into advanced atherosclerotic plaques (14,1,5). Since

the intimal macrophage system protects the arterial wall against the cytotoxic effects of the

anionic oxLDL particles, theoretically, the fatty streak can be considered an almost

physiologic event (16). When the level of plasma LDL is elevated, the amounts of intimal

LDL available for oxidation are increased, and the oxLDL is taken up relentlessly by the

non-down-regulating macrophage scavenger receptor. Therefore, the rate of foam cell

formation and the genesis of the fatty streak, are dependent upon the dynamic balance

among plasma and intimal LDL concentration, monocyte-macrophage recruitment, the

oxidative (free radical) potential of the arterial intima, and the HDL mediated reverse

cholesterol transport system (17,18).



The fibrous plaque. The term fibrous plaque refers to the gross morphologic

appearance of the lesion that is the hallmark of atherosclerosis (19,20). This is the lesion

that causes narrowing of the artery, predisposes to thrombosis, calcifies, and leads to

weakening of the muscle and aneurysmal dilation. The fibrous or atheromatous plaques are

rounded, raised lesions, usually off-white to white in colour superficially, and perhaps a

centimetre in diameter (4,7,21,,22). The centre of larger plaques may exude a yellow,

grummous fluid, hence the name atheroma (Greek for gruet). Plaques exhibit histologic

variability, but a typical cellular plaque consists of: i) a fibrous cap, composed mostly of

smooth muscle cells with a few leukocytes, and relatively dense connective tissue containing

elastin, collagen fibrils, proteoglycans, and basement membrane (23,24); ii) a cellular area

beneath and to the side of the cap consisting of a mixture of macrophages, smooth muscle

cells, and T lymphocytes (25); and iii) a deeper "necrotic core" which contains cellular

debris, extracellular lipid droplets, cholesterol crystals, and calcium deposits. This necrotic

core often contains numerous large foam cells of both the macrophage and smooth muscle

origin.

One of the most controversial aspects of the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis is the

relationship of childhood fatty streaks to adult fibrous plaques. Some hypotheses of etiology

and pathogenesis, such as the mutagenic hypothesis (32), suggest that fibrous streaks arise

by a process independent of fatty steaks. In support of the relationship, however, many

lesions in the arteries of young adults are intermediate between fatty streaks and fibrous

plaques in their histologic and chemical characteristics (25-28). Furthermore, within the

coronary arteries, the sites of preference for fatty streaks in children also are the sites where

fibrous plaques form in adults (28).

Complicated lesions. Complicated plaques develop from preexisting fibrous plaques



as a resuit of one or a combination of several pathologic changes including calcification,

ulceration, thrombosis, and hemorrhage. The complicated lesion is the most common type

of atherosclerotic lesion that produces significant circulatory change and clinical disease (5-

t).

b. Current concepts of pathogenesis.

Because atheroscierosis is a slowly progressive disease which begins in childhood and

does not become manifest until middle-age or later, its etiology and pathogenesis have been

difficult to elucidate. Yet in the past decade or two, cellular and molecular approaches to

the study of cells of the vascular wall, as well as in¡rovative methods for examination of

abnormalities in lipid metabolisnl have provided numerous insights into the pathogenesis

of atherosclerosis (2L,22,29 -3 6).

There are several hypothesis concerning pathogenesis of atherosclerosis currently,

such as the inflammatory hypothesis (21,22), response to injury hypothesis (29-31),

monoclonal hypothesis (32) and lipid infiltration hypothesis (33-36). Each recognizes the

roles of lipids and lipoproteins, inflammatory cells (monocytes/macrophages), arterial

smooth muscle cells, endothelial cells, and platelets.

L. The inflammatory hypothesis (21,22) of atherogenesis is based upon the

demonstrated attachment of mononuclear cells to the endothelium (recruitment) and the

accumulation of plasma constituents in the intima. In support of this hypothesis, many

important aspects of the inflammation process have been identified. For examples,

chemoattractants for mononuclear cells have been identified from different sources,

monocyte/macrophage migration into (or out of) the intima is proven, the monocyte origin

of some plaque foam cells is established, the oxLDL receptor in macrophage has been



identified and growth factors that stimulate smooth muscle cell proliferation can been

secreted in many different cells.

2. T'he response to injury hypothesis, based upon the early proposals made by

Virchow (29), was formulated by Ross and Glomset (30-31). This hypothesis was based on

the following important experimental observations: (a) that smooth muscle proliferation and

lesions resembling atheromatous plaques can be induced in experimental animals by

endothelial denudation (such as with a balloon catheter). The development of these lesions

can be accentuated by hypercholesterolemia, or by subtle changes in function (endothelial

dysfunction); and (b) PDGF (platelet-derived growth factor) and other growth promoting

(and growth inhibitory) factors derived from different cell types such as macrophages and

endothelial cells, may regulate smooth muscle growth. The initial hypothesis postulated that

injury to arterial endothelium by mechanical, chemical, toxic, viral, or immunologic agents

caused endothelial denudation, and was followed by platelet adhesion and aggregation, with

consequent release of PDGF and other growth factors, in turn leading to migration into and

proliferation of smooth muscle cells in the intima and secretion of connective tissue

components.

3. The proliferative nature of atherosclerosis also is stressed in the rnonoclonal

(rnutagenic) hypothesis proposed by Benditt (32). Benditt suggested that each fibrous plaque

begins with proliferation of a single, genetically transformed smooth muscle cell. The

hypothesis is based on the finding that fibrous plaques from black females who were

heterorygotes for glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD) frequently contained only one

of the two G6PD isoenrymes. In these women, normal arterial and other tissues should be

heterozygous for G6PD isoenzymes (mosaicism) because of random inactivation of one X

chromosome in embryonic life. The finding of monotypism of the smooth muscle cells of the
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plaques indicated their probable origin from a single cell. This is similar to the known

monoclonal nature of uterine leiomyomas, which presumably arise by mutation. Known

mutagenic agents include radiation, some viruses, some chemicals in cigarette smoke, and

some cholesterol metabolic products that are carried by the lipoproteins.

4. Very recentiy, alarge body of evidence has supported the important role of LDL

and oxLDL in the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis (33-36). Therefore, the lipid inflrltration

hypothesis, modified from the response to injury theory, was proposed upon the following

studies: (a) that the fatty streak lesion, which antedates the fibrous plaque, actually develops

under a structurally intact endothelial surface (37,38); and (b) the dominant fat-laden cells

in the early lesions of experimental atherosclerosis, once thought to be primarily of smooth

muscle cell origin, are now recognized to be mostly of monoqtef macrophage origin (39,40).

This is also true for some human lesions, as shown using monoclonal antibodies specific for

monocyte-associated antigens (a1). Therefore, in the lipid infiltration hypothesis, key initial

participants in the focal arterial lesion-prone sites were emphasized at the focal intimal

influx and accumulation of LDL and a preferential recruitment of blood monocytes. Both

are further enhanced in the presence of hyperlipidemia, when the quantity of intimal LDL

and the oxidative potential of the intima exceed the capacity of macrophages to remove, via

the non-down-regulating scavenger receptor, cytotoxic anionic oxLDL macromolecules.

Foam cells, pathognomonic of the fatty streak, form,during the receptor-mediated uptake

of oxLDL by the macrophages and/or smooth muscle cells. Interstitial free radicals and the

excess of oxLDL particles injure and kill cells, including the foam cells, with the formation

of the necrotic extracellular lipid core, a key transitional step in lesion progression.

A summary of pathogenesis of atherosclerosis could be drawn from the above

concepts (21,22,29-36). Hyperlipidemia, or some component of hyperlipidemic serum, as well
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as other risk factors, are thought to cause endothelial injury, resulting in adhesion of

platelets andf or monocytes and release of PDGF (and other growth factors), which leads

to smooth muscle migration and proliferation. It is clear that endothelial injury need not be

denuding, and in fact may consist of altered endothelial function. Adhesion of monocytes,

increased permeability of endothelium, and disturbances in growth control can occur without

morphologically obvious endothelial injury. Hyperlipidemia, hypertension, oxl-Dl free

radicals, immune injury, and other risk factors may contribute to this endothelial dysfunction

in different ways and sometimes in combination. Smooth muscle cells produce large amounts

of collagen, elastin, and proteoglycans and these form part of the atheromatous plaque.

Foam cells of atheromatous plaques are derived from macrophages and from smooth muscle

cells. The mechanisms of foam cells formation from macrophages may be via the LDL

receptor and more possibly, by way of LDL modificatior¡ recognized by the acetyl-LDl

receptor (such as oxLDL). However, the mechanisms of how smooth muscle cells become

foam cells are less certain. Smooth muscle cell proliferation may occur without endothelial

injury but through other several postulated mechanisms such as loss of gowth control, direct

smooth muscle injury þy LDL or oxLDL), and autonomous proliferation by the mechanisms

suggested by Benditt.

c. Risk Factors for ,4.therosclerosis.

Over the last decade it has become clear that alleviation of certain risk factors leads

to a reduction in the morbidity and mortality from atherosclerosis (42). There is also

evidence from the treatment of hypercholesterolaemia that regression of an atherosclerotic

lesion may occur once those conditions which favoured its development are removed (43,44).

Therefore, it is important to clariff the existing risk factors for atherosclerosis and it should
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be kept in mind that the important risk factors - hyperlipidemia, hypertension, and smoking

affect more than one step in atherogenesis, including the function of any of the cell types

involved and the constituents of the plasma which interact with the vessel wall (45)'

1.. Age,male sex, family history and homocystinuria are unmodiflrable risk factors (6).

Although the natural history of atherosclerosis is most often an age-related phenomenon

(46), atherosclerosis is not simply the result of unmodified, intrinsic, biologic aging

processes. Some populations age without showing clinical evidence of atherosclerosis, and

most mammalian species age without spontaneously developing atherosclerosis. Although

aging appears to play a role, particularly in relation to the changes in cells of the arterial

wall, atherosclerosis can best be considered an age-related disease that can be influenced

by both environmental and genetic factors.

The greater risk of coronary heart disease in men than in women is well established,

but the reason for it is poorly understood (47,48). Atherosclerotic coronary heart disease is

predominantly a disease of men, especially at younger ages; the prevalence in men at the

fourth decade is three times that in women (47). Possible explanations for the sex

differences include levels of estrogenic hormones and higher levels of high-density

lipoprotein, which is known to be antiatherogenic (49,50), in premenopausal women than

in men.

Premature atherosclerosis is often familial. This is frequently due to the inheritance

of risk factors such as hypertension, diabetes mellitus and hyperlipidaemia, but some

families can be found where no known risk factor is apparent. Homocystinuria, when due

to cystathionine beta-synthase deficienry, is associated with premature atherosclerosis (51).

2. Fartially/potentially correctable risk factors are hypercholesterolaemi4

hypertriglyceridaemia, low HDL level, hypertension, and diabetes mellitus.
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A directty proportional relationship between the level of serum cholesterol and the

risk of atherosclerotic coronary heart disease (CHD) has been repeatedly established in

epidemiologic, clinical, and pathologic studies (52-54). There is a positive correlation

between the level of cholesterol carried by LDL and the risk of CHD (55). This relationship

between cholesterol level and risk of atherosclerosis holds for all values of cholesterol

including those within the so-called "normal range". The risk rises steadily with increasing

cholesterol until the total cholesterol level is 6.0-6.5 mmol/litre and then rises sharply

(53,54).

The status of plasma triglyceride concentrations as a risk factor for atherosclerotic

disease remains uncertain (50). Huttey et al concluded that hypertriglyceridemia was not

an independent risk factor after reviewing the epidemiological evidence (56). However,

subsequent evidence indicated that this conciusion was not shared by all investigators. The

concentrations of triglyceride in plasma might be important in subsets of the population, as

indicated by a National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute Workshop (57). Evans et al

suggested that hypertriglyceridaemia is positively correlated with an increased risk of CHD

(6). However, it is negatively associated with HDL-C (high density lipoprotein cholesterol)

level and if this is taken into account the correlation between hypertriglyceridaemia and

CHD usually disappears (6).

Many epidemiologic investigations reveal a strong negative correlation between rates

of CHD and the HDL-C level both in humans and experimental animals (58,59). This may

be related to the postulated role of certain HDL subfractions in " reverse cholesterol

transport", i.e. the transport of cholesterol from the peripheral tissues to the liver for

excretion (60).

Hypertension emerged from the early epidemiologic studies of CHD as a strong
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predictor of CHD, and it has been shown repeatedly to be associated with accelerated

progression of atherosclerosis in both humans and experimental animals (58,61). Blood

pressure tends to increase with age. This might be related to changes in physical activity or

to dietary factors. The atherogenic mechanism of hypertension may be related to increased

workload on arterial smooth muscle, mechanical injury to the arterial wall, or increased

filtration pressure and increased permeability of the endothelium.

Diabetes mellitus contributes importantly to all manifestations of atherosclerotic

diseases, including CAD, peripheral disease, and cerebrovascular disease. Aithough other

risk factors, particularly elevated btood cholesterol levels, high blood pressure, obesity, and

low plasma levels of HDL, are significantly related to diabetes mellitus, these factors do not

completely explain the added risk of diabetes mellitus (7,62,63).

3. Totally correctable risk factors are cigarette smoking, obesity and physical

inactivity. The increased risk of atherosclerosis is proportional to the amount smoked (64-

66). Given that cigarette smoke is a very complex mixture of chemicals, and given the many

physiological responses to cigarette smoke inhalation, probably several mechanisms will

affect the cardiovascular and hemostatic system (65,66). For example, cigarette smokers have

lower concentrations of HDL cholesterol in plasma than do nonsmokers. Smokers have

increased leukocyte counts and fibrinogen content in their plasma, both of which may

predispose to thrombosis on the surface of an atherosclerotic plaque. In examining

peroxidation of LDL in cigarette-smoking subjects, Harats et al demonstrated that cigarette

smoking renders plasma LDL more susceptible to subsequent in vitro peroxidative

modification by a free radical generating system (132).

Life insurance data suggested that marked obesity (greater than 130V0 ideal body

weight) is a risk factor for atherosclerosis (67). Physical activity appears to have a protective
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influence. This might be brought about in several ways. Acute exercise has little effect on

HDL levels, but prolonged training leads to an elevation in HDL and a decline in total

cholesterol, LDL-C and triglyceride levels (67). Training also has beneficial effects on

carbohydrate metabolism and on blood pressure. It wilt also reduce the tendency for obesity

itself (67).

IX. T'he Involvement of l,ipoproteins in the Atherogenesis

To understand the complexity of lipoprotein metabolism and its influence

atherosclerosis, one must be aware of the physiologic characteristics and function of

different lipoprotein classes, apo-lipoproteins and en:rymes.

a. Lipoprotein classes.

There are five major classes of lipoproteins in the blood-stream carrying water-

insoluble lipids (68,69). These lipoproteins are named either by their density or by their

electrophoretic mobitity. Generally speaking, all the lipoproteins have Zmajor components:

the inside core, including triglycerides and cholesterol esters, and the surrounding surface

of more polar lipids - unesterified cholesterol and phospholipids -apolipoproteins. The

surface coat, whose tipids provide a covering structure, serves as an interface between the

aqueous plasma and the inner nonpolar lipid core. It is this polar surface that makes

possible the transport of the highly insoiuble cholesterol esters and triglycerides in plasma.

Chylomicrons, with a density of approximately 0.98 g/ml, ranges from 1000 to 4000

Å in diameter. Several apoproteins are found in the surface covering such as Apo A series

(A-I, A-II, and A-IV), Apo B-48, Apo C and Apo E. The function of chylomicron is to

transport exogenous lipid from the intestine to the liver and peripheral cells. Being

on

the
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synthesized in intestinal mucosal cells, these lipoproteins are composed largely of

triglycerides derived from dietary faL When chylomicrons enter the peripheral circulation,

they come into contact with the enzyme lipoprotein lipase, which is located on the surface

of capiltary endothelial cells of those tissues which either store or oxidize lipids. This enzyme

hydrolyzes the triglycerides of chylomicrons to free fatty acids, which are then taken up by

adipose tissue and muscle cells. Then, the chylomicron remnant, formed after most of the

triglycerides in the chylomicron have been hydrolyzed, returns to the circulation and is

removed rapidly by the liver.

Very low-density lipoproteins (VLDL), produced primarily in the liver, are

responsible for the transport of endogenously produced lipids. The diameter of this

triglyceride - rich lipoprotein ranges from 400 to 700 Ä with a major structural apoprotein

B-100, but it also contains apo C's (C-I, C-II, C-III) and apo E. Mature VLDL interact with

lipoprotein lipase on the surface of capillary endothelial cells, and fatty acids are released

into the circulation. Moreover, phospholipids, most apo C's, and some apo E's leave the

surface coat of VLDL and are transferred to HDL. The VLDL remnants can have two

fates: they can be taken up by the liver or transformed into LDL. Normally, 60Vo to 707o

of VLDL remnants are removed directly from the circulation by liver cells, through the LDL

receptors (72).307o to 40%o of all VLDL remnants are converted to LDL.

Intermediate-density lipoprotein (IDL), normally are not synthesized directly but are

the metabolic by-products of chylomicron and VLDL metabolism. Its density is between

1.019 - 1.063 g/Íú.The function of IDL is not well known.

Low-density lipoprotein (LDL), the major cholesterol-transporting lipoproteins,

transport cholesterol and phospholipid to the peripheral cells. LDL cholesterol also serves

as a precursor for steroid production in the endocrine organs. They have a density of 1.019
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- 1.063 g/ml.Th"y are not normally synthesized directly but are the metabolic end products

of VLDL catabolism. The surface coat of LDL contains unesterified cholesterol and the

phospholipids, together with a single apoprotein, apo-B-100, which can be recognized by the

LDL receptor. The diameter of the LDL particle ranges from225 to 275 

^.
VLDL and IDL have a short half tife and are removed from the circulation within

hours. However, LDL has a rather long life and circulates in the blood for about 2 days

before it is cleared. Especially, this LDL carries about 60% of the total serum cholesterol

(73). The uptake of LDL by cells occurs via a receptor-mediated pathway (BlE receptor)

and by nonspecific endocytosis (74).

High-density lipoprotein (HDL), produced mainly in the liver and intestine, can also

be derived as metabolic by-products of chylomicron and VLDL catabolism. HDL is the

smallest in terms of size among all the lipoproteins with the density of > 1.063. HDL is the

major lipoprotein class associated with decreased incidence of atherosclerosis. The major

function of HDL is the transport of cholesterol from the peripheral cells to the liver, i.e.,

"reverse cholesterol transport" (70), but HDL also serves to carry cholesterol to the

endocrine organs to provide precursor cholesterol for steroid synthesis in some species.

b. [,ipoproteins and Atherogenesis.

Lipoproteins that promote the deposition of plasma tipids in the artery wall and elicit

the formation of a fatty streak andf or an atheroscierotic plaque may be referred to as

atherogenic lipoproteins (34).

Lipoproteins may contribute to the process of atherogenesis in at least three distinct

ways. First, they are the carriers of lesion lipids, especially cholesterol and perhaps slowly

metabolized phosphoiipids like sphingomyelin. Secondly, they may transport dietary fatty
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acid of various levels of saturation as raw materials for membrane synthesis affecting

membrane fluidity and function, as well as providing the precursors for bioactive lipid

"second" messengers. Thirdly, they may in other ways function as modulators or mediators

of cell biological phenomena associated with atherogenesis. For example, Iipoproteins are

involved in lipid deposition in the cell, monocyte recruitment and secretion of various

growth factors (35,88).

LDL is the prototype of atherogenic lipoproteins. LDL has long been implicated in

the development of atherosclerosis. The evidence implicating LDL as the maior atherogenic

lipoprotein is based on following observations: a) LDL is the major lipoprotein in plasma

and carries the bulk of the plasma cholesteroi and its ester, which is a major source of lesion

atherosclerosis; b) In the genetic disorder, familial hypercholesterolemia, homo4ygous

patients develop massive LDL concentrations and frequently die within the second decade

of life from complications of coronary artery atherosclerosis (71); c) Aside from this genetic

caricature of human atherogenesis, in the large human population there is a well established

correlation between plasma concentrations of LDL and the risk of atherosclerotic heart

disease (75); d) The induction of atherosclerosis in experimental animal models is also

invariably associated with elevations of plasma LDL concentrations (76); e) Examination of

human and animal atherosclerotic plaques reveals the presence of receptors of LDL -

apoprotein B, the protein of LDL and the associated cholesteryl ester. In some cases LDL-

like lipoproteins have been extracted from the plaque (77).

Other atherogenic lipoproteins rather than LDL. VLDL is at least an atherogenic

lipoprotein precursor. In animal models of experimental atherosclerosis fed cholesterol-rich

diets and in type III hyperlipoproteinemia in man, ß-VLDL, aYLDLwith e rather than pre-

ß mobility that is enriched in both cholesteryi ester and apoprotein E, was detected (78).
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Therefore, this lipoprotein is thought to be atherogenic. Subsequent studies have revealed

that ß-VLDL can promote cholesteryl ester storage in macrophages in culture and is a

potential source of lipid for foam cell formation entering the macrophages by the LDL

receptor using apoprotein E as a high affinity ligand (79). Such VLDL may also promote

monocyte adhesion to endothelial cells (80,81) and possible trans endothelial transport of

LDL (82).

As was first noted by Gofman et al (83), IDL may be potentially atherogenic. IDL

concentration was increased in the'Watanabe and the fat-fed rabbit, as well as in the mutant

pigs who have apoprotein B mutations associated with atherosclerosis (84-86). In type III

hyperlipoproteinemia, IDL concentration was also increased (78). The concentration of IDL

appears to be predictive of the progression of atherosclerosis in men with established

atherosclerotic heart disease (87).

lIX. R.ole of Oxidized LÐL in Atherosclerosis

One cell type which is unique to the atherosclerotic plaque is the "foam cell". It is

characterized by targe lipid inclusions which are composed of cholesteryl esters (88).

Evidence from morphologic and immunohistologic chemical studies have shown that foam

cells in early lesions of atherosclerosis are predominantly from macrophages, while in more

advanced lesions, they can derive form smooth muscle cells as well (86, 89,90). Although

elevated LDL cholesterol levels are unquestionably an important risk factor for

atherosclerosis, the mechanism by which increased LDL leads to cholesterol accumulation

by macrophages within the intima-foam cell formation, remains unclear.

Under normal physiologic circumstances, the LDL particle is internalized by most

cells through the classic LDL receptor (74). This receptor is down-regulated when the



cellular need for cholesterol is met. Several lines of evidence would support the hypothesis

that the lipid deposition into the atherosclerotic foam cells may occur through an LDL

receptor independent pathway. First, patients genetically deficient in functional LDL

receptors, still develop severe atherosclerosis with characteristic macrophage-derived foam

cells (86,91,). Second, cultured macrophages do not accumulate cholesterol ester even when

incubated with very high concentrations of native LDL (92). Finally, recent in situ

hybridization studies on atherosclerotic lesions, using probes for the LDL receptor, showed

the absence of LDL receptor expression in macrophage foam cells (93). Therefore, it was

proposed that certain chemicat modifications of LDL, for example, acetylation, resulted in

rapid uptake in macrophages via a specific receptor termed the scavenger or acetyl-LDl

receptor (94,95). Because the activity of this receptor is not regulated by cellular cholesterol,

massive accumulation of cholesterol ester occurs in macrophages exposed to such modified

LDL in vitro (96). Recent work has implicated oxLDL in the atherogenic process (33,88,96).

a" Froduction of oxLÐL in Vitro and in Vivo.

Endothelial cells, smooth muscle cells, monocyte-macrophages, and even fibroblasts

are capable of promoting the oxidative modification of LDL in tissue culture (96-98). The

mechanism for the cell-induced modification of LDL may be through free radical

peroxidation of LDL (101,i02). Similar oxidative modification induced by cells can be

achieved by simply incubating LDL in a serum-free medium in the presence of a sufficiently

high concentration of copper, iron or free radical generating systems (103,104,292).Therate

at which modification of LDL occurs correlates directly with the rate of superoxide secretion

by the cells and is inversely related to the cellular content of superoxide dismutase and

catalase (99). Furthermore, superoxide dismutase can inhibit the initiation of LDL oxidation
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by cultured monoryte-macrophages (100). Thus, it was proposed that superoxide was

required for initiation of oxidative modification but that subsequent propagation and

amplification of the oxidative modification involved other free radicals, most likely lipid

oxyradicals rather than superoxide (99).

There are several lines of evidence to show that oxLDL is generated in vivo: a)

oxLDL has been identified in the atherosclerotic plaques from humans and WHHL rabbits

by using anti-malondialdehyde (MDA)-LDL antibodies (105,106). A recent study provided

direct evidence for the existence in vivo of oxLDL within arterial lesions (107); b) a

modified LDL fraction was isolated in the plasma of Lp(a)-negative normolipidemic healthy

male subjects (108), and low levels of MDA-LDL immunoreactivity have been detected in

plasma LDL in some individuals (109); c) LDL that is gently eluted from aortic lesions in

WHHL rabbits and subjected to potyacrylamide-gel electrophoresis and Western blotting

shows cross-reactivity with antibodies specific to MDA-conjugated LDL (110).

b. Froperties of oxLÐL.

The initial interest in oxLDL focused on its ability to promote cholesterol

accumulation in macrophages. Subsequently a wide array of other unique and potentially

atherogenic properties have been identified (Table A) (35,88,111, 133).
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Tabte ,&. Froperties of oxl-ÐL which are not shared wifh native [-DL

Chemical and Physicochemical Properties

t. oxLDL has an increased negative charge, an increased lysolecithin and oxidized cholesterol content, and

a decreased content of polyunsaturated fatty acids because of oxidation.

Z. oxLDL has a decreased histidine, Iysine and proline content as well as a fragmentation of apoprotein

B,.*.

3. oxLDL has a decreased content of endogenous antioxidants and has an increased content of conjugated

dienes, MDA, hexanal, HNE and other aldehydes.

4. oxLDL has an increased density and electrophoretic mobility, an increased tendency to aggregate, and

a heterogeneity in size.

Bioloeical Properties Related to Atherogenesis

'J.. oxLDL is rapidly taken up by macrophages through the scavenger receptor and leads to cholesterol

accumulation.

Z. oxLDL is chemotactic for circulating monocytes but inhibits macrophage motility.

3. oxLDL is cytotoxic to endothelial cells and smooth muscle cells.

4. oxLDL inhibits endothelium-derived vasodilator activity and promotes platelet aggregation.

5. oxLDL can alter production of growth factors and inflammatory mediators by cultured cells.

6. oxLDL can alter gene expression in arterial cells, for instance, by inducing endothelial cells to express

colony-stimulating factors and monocyte chemotactic protein-L (MCP-l).
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c" A¡rtioxidants and ox[,ÐL.

LDL oxidation involves the peroxidation of the polyunsaturated fatty acids on the

surface phospholipids. The peroxidation was initiated when free radicals extract protons

from polyunsaturated fatty acids to form fatty-acid radicals. Fatty acid peroxyl radicals were

further developed when the radicals react with oxygen. Final results of polyunsaturated fatty

acids peroxidation include bond rearrangement to form diene conjugates or degradation

products, such as malonyldialdehyde (MDA). In addition to the LDL fatty acids, the

cholesterol on the surface (unesterified cholesterol) and in the core of the LDL molecule

(cholesteryl ester) can be also oxidized (112). Many factors may affect the susceptibility of

LDL to undergo lipid peroxidation such as intrinsic and extrinsic factors (35,88,112).

Intrinsic factors include the composition and location of its polyunsaturated fatty acids. Also,

LDL contains endogenous antioxidants (vitamin E, ß-carotene and ubiquinol). Extrinsic

factors are the extracellular content of copper ions, vitamin E concentration and the cellular

oxidative systems (oxygenases, superoxides) (35,88,1.1,I,1'12).

Since oxidative modification of LDL mediated by cells or occurring in cell-free

medium results from lipid peroxidation, water- and lipid-soluble antioxidants should have

a prominent effect in retarding or preventing the modification. Recent epidemiological

studies indicate that relative deficiencies in vitamins E and C may contribute to high

incidences of ischemic heart disease (99,1.13), suggesting that the prevention of LDL

oxidation by antioxidants could diminish the risk of developing atherosclerosis. It is evident

that endogenous antioxidants contained in LDL particles are consumed during LDL

oxidation (lI4) and addition of exogenous antioxidants can protract the lag period or even

prevent the LDL oxidation as shown with tocopherol, butylhydroxytoiuene, urate, ascorbate,

vitamin E, flavonoid, ubiquinol-10, quercetin, glutathione,Iazarcidand probucol (96,1,L5-118,



2e2).

Among many antioxidants, probucol was studied first both in vitro and in vivo.

probucol, 4,4'-(isopropylidenedithio)bis(2,6-di-tert-butytpheno), was introduced in the early

1970s as a cholesterol-lowering drug (119). In 1986, Parthasarathy et ai (115) reported that

probucol inhibited both cell-mediated and copper-catalyzed oxidative modification of LDL.

In addition, the LDL isolated from the plasma of patients treated with probucol was

resistant to oxidative modification. In WHHL rabbits, an animal model for familial

hypercholesterolemia, probucol was found to be able to reduce the formation of

atherosclerotic lesions (120). This effect was more than expected by the degree of plasma

cholesterol level lowering. When probucol and lovastatin were administered independently

to WHHL rabbits at doses designed to keep their cholesterol level comparable, probucol

more effectively reduced atherosclerotic lesion development (121). Moreover, LDL from

control rabbits had a lQ-fold increase in TBARS compared with probucol-treated rabbits

(120). In addition, LDL in the controls was 7.4-fold more susceptible to copper-induced

oxidative modification than LDL from probucol-treated rabbits containing 308 ¡rg/rnl

probucol (L20). Therefore, these authors and others proposed that probucol's

antiatherogenic effect was related to limited LDL oxidation (120,12I). There is at this time

no direct evidence that probucol inhibits oxidation of lipoprotein in arterial walls, where

oxLDL is believed to be generated (122). Steinbrecher et al showed that inclusion of a high

content of vitamin E into the culture medium preverited oxidative modification of LDL by

endothelial cells, as measured by TBARS and macrophage uptake (103). The protective

effect of vitamin E against cell-mediated oxidation has been repeatedly found in cultures of

endothelial cells (102,123),smooth muscle cells (102) and in monocyte-macrophage cultures

(1L4,124). Daily doses of 108 IU of vitamin Elday significantly reduced symptoms of



atherosclerosis in primates fed an atherogenic diet (125). Chronic deficienry of vitamin C

or vitamin E was found to be associated with atherosclerosis-like lesions in rodents, pigs,

and primates (126,127).

In inhibiting aqueous radical-mediated lipid peroxidation in human plasma, ascorbate

(the reduced form of vitamin C) and, in a site-specific manner, bilirubin are more effective

than all of the other endogenous antioxidants (128-129). Among lipid-soluble antioxidants,

ubiquinol-1O was found to be much more efficient in inhibiting LDL oxidation than either

lycopene, ß-carotene, or o-tocopherol (118). In a recent report that a comparison of the

protective effect of three antioxidants (probucol, catechin, vitamin E) against cell injury due

to LDL oxidation was investigated (130). These results revealed that: a) probucoi (25

m¡rmol/l) is very effective in preventing lipid peroxidation of LDL and its subsequent

'cytotoxicity', but it cannot protect cells against the 'cytotoxicity' of previously oxidized LDL;

b) vitamin E (100 m¡rmol/l) poorly inhibits the ultraviolet-induced lipid peroxidation of

LDL, but is able to block simultaneously the cellular oxidative stress and the 'cytotoxicity'

induced by previously oxidized LDL; c) catechin (10 m¡rmol/l) exhibited two types of

protective effects: it inhibits the lipid peroxidation of LDL (and their subsequent

'cytotoxicity') and very effectively protects the cells against the 'toxicity' of previously

oxidized LDI- (130). Various flavonoids have been shown to prevent LDL oxidation

induced by copper, UV-radiations or by macrophages (114,176,L17). The flavonoids, like

quercetin or rutin, are able to prevent the cytotoxicity of oxLDL at the cellular level since

cells preincubated with polyphenolic flavonoids were protected against the cytotoxic effect

of previously oxidized LDI- (1,17). The protection against a cytotoxic effect was well

correlated with an inhibition of TBARS formation.

Another study showed that an orally active antioxidant, DPPD (N,N'-dipheynyl-L,4-
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phenylenediamine), can inhibit in vitro LDL oxidation at a concentration much lower than

other reported antioxidants (131). Further, DPPD slowed the progression of atherosclerosis

in cholesterol-fed rabbits without affecting plasma cholesterol levels (131). This study

supported the hypothesis that oxLDL may play an important role in the genesis of

atherosclerosis.

P^ART T\MO. TTTE MODULATION OF' MEMBR,ANE TON MOVEMENTS EY

CX{OLEST'EROT.

[. T'HE STRUCTTJRE AND CHARACTERISTICS OF CFNOLESTEROI. IN MEMER.{NE

a. Chemical Structure of Cholesterol

Cholesterol structure canbe broken down into three important regions: 1) a relatively

rigid steroid nucleus composed of four fused rings, referred to as the A,B,C and D rings.

The conformation of the A ring can alter its orientation in the crystal state permitting more

flexibility for the whole molecule (ßa); 2) in ring A" an alcoholic hydroryl group is

covalently attached at carbon 3; and 3) a freely movable, branched hydrocarbon side chain

attached to carbon t7 of. the D ring (Figure L). It is important to point out that all three

of the features of cholesterol are important for characteristic cholesterol-like performance.

Figure ,4" The chemical sfrucÉure of cholesterol.
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Cholesterol is a weak amphiphile due to the hydrophobic rings, the hydrocarbon side

chain and the polar 3ß-hydroxyl group. Being an amphiphile, cholesterol is able to fit into

a phospholipid bilayer with its polar hydroxyl group protruding into the polar surface region,

and the hydrophobic steroid rings oriented parallel to, and buried in, the hydrocarbon chains

of the phospholipids. Cholesterol creates a physical state which is intermediate between the

liquid crystal and gel phases in the surrounding lipids of the membrane, possibly by a close

fir conract between the sreroid and specific lipid chains (135-138). From its specific

conformation in the membrane, cholesterol confers to the membrane a state of

"intermediate fluidity", enabling motion of hydrocarbon chains in the gel phase while

restricting motion in the liquid crystalline phase. Cell membranes usually work best when

the tipid bilayer membrane is in the liquid crystalline state (139).

b. Ðistribution and Movement of Cholesterol in the CeIl

L. Distribution of Cholesterol in Cell Membranes. The content of cholesterol

in eukaryotes is entirely different among the various membranes of the cell (140). By using

the enryme cholesterol oxidase, which can oxidize plasma membrane cholesterol without

affecting intracellular cholesterol, plasma membrane cholesterol has been studied as a

percentage of total cellular cholesterol. In fibroblasts and Chinese hamster ovary cells, more

than 907o of total cell cholesterol was found in the plasma membrane (139). Studies in

different cells also showed that 80Vo of total cellular cholesterol is in the plasma membrane

of hepatocytes (140) and 827o of unesterified cholesterol was associated with the plasma

membrane in rat ovarian granulosa cells (141). It has been noted that the distribution of

the cholesterol among the membranes of mammalian cells is very uneven. Fligher

concentrations of choiesterol are found in the plasma membranes and secretory vesicles,



moderate concentrations in the Golgi apparatus and secondary lysosomes, and lower

concentrations of cholesterol in the endoplasmic reticulum and mitochondria (1,42).

More recently, another method has been developed that allows a determination of

cholesterol content in biological membranes without isolating the membranes (143). Filipin,

an antibiotic that binds specificalty to membrane cholesterol, was used to treat the cell

membrane and then viewed by freeze-fracture electron microscopy. The density of large pits,

which bind filipin, is representative of the cholesterol concentration in the membrane (143).

Using this method, cholesterol concentration in the basolateral membranes was found to be

higher than in brush-border membranes in the rat intestinal mucosa (744,145). Furthermore,

the cholesterol concentration in the plasma membrane of the same colonic cells is different

according to the region (146).In the colonic epithelium of the guinea pig, the cholesterol

concentration in the plasma membrane in the proximal colon was higher than in the distal

colon. Therefore, there is a greater fluidity in the membranes of the absorbing cells in the

distal colon which can be correlated to the higher absorption rates of short chain fatty acids

characteristic of this region (146).

In the cardiomyocyte, filipin-cholesterol complexes were observed mainly in the

sarcolemmawhere they occurred in patches or, sometimes, they densely populated the entire

cell surface $a7). Clusters of filipin-induced lesions can be seen in plasma membrane, which

indicates the presence of cholesterol-rich domains surrounded by regions of much lower

cholesterol content (148). Some can be seen in the sarcoplasmic reticulum and in the

mitochondria, but they were very rare in the sarcoplasmic reticulum (1a9). A non-

homogeneous distribution of cholesterol in SR was observed. The filipin-induced

deformations occurred more commonly in free SR at or near the Z-region of the sarcomere

than in other parts of the free SR or the junctional SR (150). Few existed in the nuclear



envelope in cardiac muscle. By studying filipin-sterol complexes in the nuclear membrane,

a heterogeneous distribution of cholesterol was observed (149). The outer nuclear

membrane was more homogeneously distributed than the inner membrane (149).

There have been suggestions that cholesterol is not uniformly distributed between the

inner and outer leaflets of a membrane as well. In the erythrocyte, the external surface of

the membrane was significantly richer in cholesterol than the cytoplasmic surface (18). This

observation was further confirmed by several other studies in red cell ghosts and in

erythrorytes where there is a very slight enrichment of cholesterol in the outer membrane

leaflet (L52,153). This unequal distribution of cholesterol may be due to the difference in

phospholipid composition between the two halves of the erythrocyte membranes (15a). Since

cholesterol had a preferential affinity for sphingolipid and phosphatidylcholine, and the

phospholipids having the higher affinity for cholesterol are concentrated at the outer

membrane leaflet (155,156), it is reasonable to hypothesize that this side of the membrane

should contain more cholesterol than the cytoplasmic leaflet (138'155).

2. Cholesterol Movement in the Cell. Membrane cholesterol may come from two

sources: plasma lipoproteins and cellular biosynthesis. Low density lipoprotein, a major

carrier of cholesterol in the blood, enters cells through both receptor mediated (157) and

non-receptor-mediated pathways (15S). Mammalian cells, cultured in the presence of serum

lipoproteins, acquire cholesterol necessary for growth from the uptake and lysosomal

hydrolysis of LDL.

Newiy synthesized cholesterol is made in the endoplasmic reticulum of cells but at

short time intervals it can be detected in the Golgi apparatus, lysosomes, mitochondria and

plasma membranes using radioactively labelled sterol precursors (159). Therefore,

cholesterol appears to be transported very quickly from its site of synthesis to the other
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membranes of the cell. Several studies have traced intracellular cholesterol movement in

various cell types. Transport of newly synthesized cholesterol to the cell surface seems to

be vesicular and energy and temperature dependent (160). The transport of newly

synthesized cholesterol from the endoplasmic reticulum to the plasma membrane ceased at

15 0C, whereas cholesterol synthesis continued in Chinese hamster ovary cells (160). When

synthesis occurred at 1-5 
0C, the newly synthesized cholesterol was found to accumulate in

the endoplasmic reticulum and in a iow density, lipid-rich vesicular fraction (160). Also in

Chinese hamster ovary cells, the transfer of newly synthesized cholesterol from the

endoplasmic reticulum to the plasma membrane occurred with a half-time of L0 minutes

(161). Human skin fibroblasts and Chinese hamster ovary cells require a half-time of about

L hour to transfer cholesterol between plasma membrane and internal membranes (162). In

rat ovarian granulosa cells, newly synthesized cholesterol can reach the plasma membrane

in less than 20 minutes (t1/2) (141). Cholesterol movement to the plasma membrane

appears to be regulated by gonadotropins in these cells. Cholesterol movement was much

slower (t1,12 approximately 2 h) in cells stimulated by FSH and androstenedione (141).

It has been proposed that the movement of cholesterol in the cell may be through

several mechanisms: a) diffusion through the cytoplasm; b) protein-mediated transport, and

c) vesicular transport (138). The movement of intracellular cholesterol might be

unidirectional since radio-labelled cholesterol introduced into the plasma membrane did not

subsequently move to the ceil interior (162). One exception is that rymosterol, the precursor

of cholesterol, can move rapidly and in both directions between the rough endoplasmic

reticulum (a sterol-rich intracellular membrane bearing nascent cholesterol) and the plasma

membrane (163). It is possible that the cholesterol transfer occurs via a pool of sterol

molecules in the aqueous medium since cholesterol can readily transfer between structures
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such as liposomes, lipoproteins, and erythrocytes (164). However, studies in vitro have

demonstrated that when membranes, lipoproteins or vesicles containing little sterol are

incubated with similar structures containing a high concentration of sterol, there is a net

transfer of sterol from the latter to the former so that the concentration differences are

reduced (165). The large differences in the cholesterol content of mammalian cell

membranes would suggest that either this transfer process does not occur intracellularly in

vivo, or that it occurs too slow to equalize the concentration differences, or that its effects

are outweighed by other factors. Therefore, it is unlikely that cholesterol transfer occurs by

simple diffusion within the cell.

Another possible way of cholesterol transport is via an active transport in which

newly synthesized cholesterol is transported against its concentration gradient to the plasma

membrane and then diffuses back down the gradient to the cell interior. However, this

possibitity is excluded by experiments showing that for many hours alS70C,exogenous [toc]-

cholesterol inserted into the plasma membrane did not mix with newly synthesized ['H]

cholesterol (L62).

The existence of sterol carrier proteins is suggested by the observation that the rate

of movement of cholesterol between mitochondria and microsomal vesicles could be

increased by rat liver supernatant (166). Several smail soluble, cytoplasmic sterol-binding

proteins have been identified in cells: a) a sterol-carrier protein (167); b) the 'fatty acid

binding protein', which is identical to the sterol-carrier protein described by Dempsey et al.

(168); c) iigandin (169). There are several roles of these sterol-carrier proteins in the

regulation of intracelluiar cholesterol movement such as: a) they promote the transfer of

intermediates in the final stages of cholesterol biosynthesis between microsomes (170); b)

they can increase the rate of transfer of cholesterol to microsomal vesicles containing acyl-
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CoA:cholesterol acyltransferase (167,171); c) they may be involved in the movement of

cholesterol both from plasma membrane lipid droplets to mitochondria and from the outer

to the inner mitochondria membrane (172,173); d) in some pathologic conditions such as

hepatoma, the iow abundance of the high molecular weight form of sterol carrier protein-2

from hepatoma peroxisomes may be related to the accumulation of cholesterol in the cells

(I74). Sterol carrier proteins may be involved in cholesterol transport between membranes

not only in steroidogenic cells but also in non-steroidogenic cells (175).

The transfer of newly synthesized cholesterol to the plasma membrane may also be

mediated by membrane vesicles. Various types of vesicles were present in cells such as those

that appear during endocytosis or as part of the transport of proteins from the rough

endoplasmic reticulum via the Golgi apparatus to the cell surface for insertion in the plasma

membrane (176,171). There are some differences between vesicles involved in cholesterol

transport to the plasma membrane and those involved in bulk protein transport to the cell

surface (177). However, this type of membrane flux is probably too slow to account for the

transfer of newly-made cholesterol to the plasma membrane (161).

The cellular mechanisms of cholesterol efflux via high density lipoprotein (HDL)

receptor-mediated transport have been studied in cultured human fibroblasts and bovine

aortic endothelial cells (178). HDIS induced a rapid movement of [3H] cholesterol from a

preplasma membrane compartment to the plasma membrane preceding [3H] cholesterol

efflux. It was suggested that receptor binding of HDIS could facilitate removal of cellular

cholesterol from specific intracellular pools by initiation of translocation of intracellular

cholesterol to the plasma membrane (178).

3. Pathological Alterations in Distribution &. Movement of Cholesterol in

Membranes. Abnormalities of membrane cholesterol have been observed in some diseases.



In liver disease, an increased cholesterol/phospholipid ratio in erythrocyte membrane

resulted from abnormalities in the metabolism and composition of plasma lipoproteins.

Ultimately, this produced a decreased membrane fluidity (119). In obese children with

either abnormal and normal plasma cholesterol levels, the fluidity of erythrocyte membranes

decreased significantly which may indicate that the erythrocyte membrane responds very

quickly to a modification of plasma cholesterol levels (180). In rats fed an atherogenic diet

(cholesterol supplemented), the membrane fluidity of liver microsomes was also decreased

(181ì In the erythrocyte plasma membrane from insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus

patients, the total cholesterol and phospholipid content was lowered, and the cholesterol-to-

phospholipid molar ratio was significantly decreased as well (182).In the chronically diabetic

rat, the cholesterol content of sarcolemmal membranes from heart was significantly

increased (183). This was membrane specific because cardiac mitochondria (184) and SR

(185) membrane cholesterol content was unaffected during chronic diabetes.

In neoplastic disease, a decreased membrane fluidity was observed (186). More rigid

membranes produced by the decreased membrane fluidity, accompanied by increases of

cholesterol, was observed in solid tumours like hepatomas (186). The synthesis of cholesterol

was deregulated and control was lost early after exposure to carcinogenic events and much

earlier than the appearance of malignant growth in the malignant cells (187). The ratio of

cholesterol/phospholipid increases whereas the total.lipid content and the degree of fatty

acid unsaturation decreases with increasing growth rate of a tumour (188). In hepatomas,

the regulation of cholesterol metabolism has been altered (189). For example, the content

of free cholesterol in hepatomas was about twice as much as that in control liver. Esterified

cholesterol increased about 2-5 times in hepatomas (i89). More striking, the rates of in vivo

hepatoma cholesterol synthesis were l-.5-4 times higher than those in the control liver (189).
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The activity of the LDL receptor was also found to decrease in renal carcinoma (190) and

to increase in leukemia (191). LDL receptor expression in experimental murine tumours

may be related to the in vivo uptake of lipoprotein (192). The authors suggested that the

relative high in vivo uptake of LDL was determined by the elevated LDl-receptor

expression in the tumours (I92).

The effects of ischemia and anoxia-induced alterations in cholesterol content of

sarcolemmal membranes in rat heart cells has been studied (193). Cholesterol content in

cultured heart cells was significantly decreased after t hour anoxia. This change in

sarcolemmal cholesterol content preceded the release of cytoplasmic proteins from the cells.

Therefore, the authors concluded that anoxia in cardiac cells destroyed sarcolemmal

structure and function secondary to the loss of cholesterol (188). An effect of ischemia on

membrane cholesterol content has also been observed. The cholesterol content of

sarcolemma decreased and that of mitochondria rose in the ischemic myocardium (194,195).

It was suggested that cholesterol is redistributed within the ischemic heart cell. Longer

durations of ischemia (15-60 minutes) in isolated perfused rat heart caused a progressive

loss of cholesterol from sarcolemma and sarcoplasmic reticulum, concomitant with a

significant increase in mitochondrial cholesterol content (196). Following these

compositional changes, a marked increase in sarcolemmal and mitochondrial microviscosity

were noticed. In contrast, others reported no change in cardiac sarcolemmal membrane

cholesterol content during an in vitro ischemic challenge (I97). In reperfused ischemic

canine myocardium, the normally random distribution of free membranous particles

underwent a dramatic change to patches of aggregation. This may have been due to the

lateral movement of intramembranous proteins to lipid phases which were

nonhomogeneously distributed over the membrane area (i98). The mechanism may involve



sarcolemmal cholesterol depletion, which can introduce semicrystalline phases, forcing

protein to move to patchy areas with normal fluidity.

A decrease in membrane cholesterol content has also been observed in hereditary

cardiomyopathy in hamsters (199). In contrast, others report that in genetic cardiomyopathy

(200) and muscular dystrophy in hamsters, the contents of cholesterol from the heart

homogenate, mitochondria and microsomal vesicles (201) are increased. However, although

pretreatment of the dystrophic hamster for 20 days with verapamil prevented cardiac

necrosis, it had no effect on membrane cholesterol (201).

In erythrocyte membranes from guinea pigs fed diets supplemented with L%o

cholesterol, the cholesterol content increases up to 2-fold whereas the phospholipid content

and the fatty acid composition of these membranes remains essentially unchanged (202).In

cultured rabbit aortic smooth muscle celts (SMCs) and isolated SMC plasma membrane

microsomes, incubation with medium containing LDL and cholesterol enriched phospholipid

liposomes resulted in an increased cholesterol mass without affecting PL mass (203).

Niemann-Pick disease qpe C (NPC) is characterized by substantial intracellular

accumulation of unesterified cholesterol. In the cultured NPC fibroblasts, the transport of

LDl-derived [3H] cholesterol to the plasma membrane is slower than control (204).

Ilowever, the rate of appearance of [3H] acetate-derived, endogenously synthesized [3H]

cholesterol at the plasma membrane is the same for normal and NPC cells (204).

c" The Effect of Cholesterol on the Biophysical Properties of Membranes

1. Cholesterol Effects on Cellular Membrane Fluidity. Lipid fluidity is defined as the

motional freedom of lipid molecules or lipid soluble probes within a membrane bilayer. Free

cholesterol is thought to participate in the regulation of fluidity in mammalian plasma



membranes in general. The molar ratio of free cholesterol to phospholipid (FC/PL) in the

membrane correlates with tipid microviscosity (205). There is ample evidence that

cholesterol decreases the fluidity of the plasma membrane (202-212). For example,

enrichment of membrane cholesterol resulted in an increase in the local viscosity of the

membranes compared to the controis in guinea pig erythrocyte (202).It is also believed that

cholesterol is able to condense and rigidify the plasma membrane by restricting the random

motion and mean cross-sectional area occupied by the neighbouring phospholipid acyl chain

(206,201). Very recently, more data have been available to support the view that increases

in membrane cholesterol content are associated with decreased membrane fluidity. This

relationship has been identified in arterial smooth muscle cells (203), leukaemia cells (208),

erythrocytes (I79,209), rat intestinal microvillus (205,2I0),liver surface membranes (211,)

and fibroblasts (212).

2. Cholesterol Effects on Permeability of the Cell Membrane. Cholesterol affects the

permeability of both artificiat phospholipid membranes and biological membranes (273-22$.

Pure lipid bilayer membranes are characterized by an extremely low permeability to

diffusible ions, which is principally mediated by channels or pores. However, an alteration

of the passive permeability produced by the amount of membrane cholesterol has been

observed. I-ow cholesterol content in the membrane can increase membrane permeability

whereas higher cholesterol concentrations can strongly suppress the permeability (21a). The

effect of cholesterol on membrane permeability may be due to the effect of cholesterol on

phospholipid hydrocarbon chain ordering in membranes (21'5,2L6).

In artificiat phosphotipid membranes, the permeability of many solutes such as

glycerol, glucose and erythritol, decreases considerably upon incorporation of cholesterol

into the membrane (2L7,218).In biological membranes, cholesterol also appears to affect
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permeability. Enrichment of membrane cholesterol in rat liver mitochondria decreases the

passive proton permeability (219). In erythrocytes from cholesterol-fed guinea pigs, the

permeability to both hydrophillic and amphiphilic non-electrolytes and to both active and

the passive Na* efflux was decreased (220). The possible mechanism may be a tighter

packing of the lipid components which in turn decreases the mobility of the permeants

within the membrane matrix. A recent study also demonstrated that enrichment of

cholesteroi in renal cortical brush-border membranes can decrease membrane fluidity and

stimuiate Na*-dependent D-glucose uptake by increasing the affinity of the carrier (22I).

Other studies have shown that in human erythrocytes, partial removal of membrane

cholesterot led to an increase in the permeability of the membrane to glycerol (222),

although the permeability to water was not changed (nÐ.However, some results conflict

with the above observations. For example, oxidation of membrane cholesterol did not

produce alterations in the permeability of red blood cell membranes to cations (224).

Furthermore, in control and ischemic hearts, loss of myocardial membrane cholesterol did

not affect cell permeability (196). It could be that membrane permeability is unaffected

until some threshold for membrane cholesterol content is passed.

XT. THE EF'FECT OF'CHOI.ESTEROT- ON MEMBR.4NE PFTYSITLOGTC,AL F'UNCTIÛNS

a" Mernbrane-Bound Froteins

Cholesterol may affect the activity of a membrane-bound enryme via an indirect

route, a special molecular ordering effect on the membrane, or bind directly to the enryme,

and thereby alter its behaviour. The effect upon a membrane protein by cholesterol is

dependent upon the particular membrane protein. Cholesterol may inhibit, stimulate, or



have no effect at all (2I5,225-232).

As an example of the former possibility, when human leukaemic cells were incubated

with cholesterol, Na*, K*-ATPase activity was reduced significantly compared to that of

untreated cells (225). Similar inhibitory effects of cholesterol have been observed on alkaline

phosphatase of rat intestinal microvillus membrane (226), UDP-glucuronosyltransferase in

the lipid bilayer (227) and bovine rhodopsin (228). Cholesterol may also stimulate

membrane protein function. For example, in Novikoff hepatoma cells, a five- to sixfold

increase in gap junction assembly between reaggregated cells and a 50Vo increase in cellular

cholesterol content were observed with 20 ttWadded cholestero | (22g). A similar effect has

been observed on carrier mediated lactate transport (230) and sodium coupled glucose

uptake in renal proximal tubular cells (231). However, some membrane proteins seem to

be insensitive to cholesterol alterations in the membrane. It has been observed that the

susceptibility of the band 3 protein of the human erythrocyte membrane to proteolytic

digestion at either surface of the membrane was not altered when the membrane cholesterol

was increased by 65-L03%o (232). Sucrase and lactase activities of the rat intestinal

microvillus are also not affected by alterations in the membrane cholesterol levels (205).

b. Membrane R.eceptors and Cell Growth

Membrane receptors and cell growth are also subject to control by membrane

cholesterol levels. In liver cirrhosis patients, impairments in insulin receptor processing was

associated with an increase in the erythrocyte membrane cholesterol to phospholipid molar

ratio (233). Furthermore, similar changes in insulin receptor processing were observed when

the molar ratio of cholesterol to phospholipid in normal erythrorytes was modified in vitro

by incubation with cholesterol-rich liposomes (233). Another study has also shown that low
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membrane cholesterol decreased the number of insulin receptors in erythrocytes without

altering the affinity Q3a). The possible mechanism may be that membrane cholesterol

affects insulin receptor behaviour through an alteration of membrane fluidity, depending on

the phase state of the membnne (234). The author further demonstrated that the increased

cholesterol content in the erythrocyte membrane was responsible for the increased receptor

number and insulin binding to the erythrocytes from patients suffering from alcoholic liver

cirrhosis (234). The requirement for membrane cholesterol has also been observed in the

acetylcholine receptor (235), ß-adrenergic receptor density (236), adenylate cyclase activity

stimulated by recepto rs (237) and the glycophospholipid-anchored membrane receptor for

5-methylterahydrofolate (238).

Recent studies have demonstrated that cholesterol plays a central role in the control

of membrane biosynthesis and cell growth. For example, myeloma cells (239) and

Mycoplasma QaQ have an absolute growth requirement for exogenous sterol. Most animal

tissues are capable of synthesizing cholesterol de novo from acetate, and, perhaps because

of this, there are relatively few mammalian cells which express an absolute requirement for

an exogenous source of cholesterol in vitro. For example, rat and mouse myeloma cells

which had been cultivated in serum-free medium containing cholesterol for more than 6

months still required cholesterol in vitro for growth in serum -free medium. This

requirement for cholesterol could be replaced by human low density lipoprotein but not by

mevalonic acid lacton e (239).Similarly, in Mycoplasma, sterol starvation inhibited both lipid

and protein synthesis, which suggested an important link between sterols and cell growth

(240). Furthermore, cholesterol prolonged the survival of adult rat hepatocytes in a serum-

free primary culture (241). The effect appeared to be due to stabilization of the plasma

membrane. Cholesterol (at low levels) also stimulated unsaturated phospholipid synthesis,



which was followed by RNA and protein synthesis in the same cells (242).

TNT. MODUI"ATION OF' NON MO\IEMENT EY MEVTßR,{NE CHOLESTER.OI.

a. Ìda+-K+ ,&TPase

Na*-K* ATPase or the Na* pump, which is present in the plasma membrane of all

cells of the body, is responsible for pumping sodium ions out of the cell in exchange for

extracellular potassium ions against their respective concentration gradients. This is an

enerry consuming process. Therefore, this pump is responsible for maintaining the sodium

and potassium concentration differences across the cell membrane as well as for establishing

a negative electrical potential inside the cells (243). Na*-K* ATPase activity is electrogenic

because it creates an electrical potential along the cell membrane as it pumps 3 Na* ions

to the outside of the cell for every 2 K* ions pumped to the interior. These properties place

this enryme in a vital role in a number of cellular processes, including maintaining normal

cell volume, establishing electrical potentials along the plasma membrane and contributing

to sodium cotransport systems.

Since Na*-K* ATPase is an important membrane transport system which plays an

essential role in cellular function and is affected by changes in membrane composition,

extensive studies have been carried out to investigate the effect of membrane cholesterol

on the function of Na*-K* ATPase. Recent study has demonstrated that Na+-K* ATPase

activity from cardiac sarcolemmal membranes strongly required cholesterol (244). This sterol

requirement was highly specific for cholesterol in that several cholesterol analogues with

minor structural changes were unable to support Na+-K* ATPase activity. These data

suggested the importance of cholesterol structure in the interaction with the Na* pump and
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was suggestive of a direct interaction of cholesterol with the Na+-K* ATPase in the

membranes. Others have shown that the stimulatory effects of cholesterol were dependent

upon the initial membrane cholesterol content. For example, when the membrane

cholesterol content is lower than that found in the native membranes of bovine kidney,

cholesterol could stimulate the activity of Na*-K* ATPase (245). This effect had structural

specificity in that some cholesterol analogues such as ergosterol and lanosterol were not as

effective as cholesteroi at stimulating the activity of Na*-K+ ATPase (245). It is very

possible that cholesterol may interact directly with Na*-K* ATPase as an essential positive

effector rather than influence the motional order of the membrane (245,246). In other

studies, depletion of membrane cholesterol had a biphasic effect in human erythrocytes.

Depletion by 5-25Vo increased Na*-K* ATPase activity by a mean of 16.7Vo, whereas

depletion by 35-50Vo decreased Na*-K* ATPase activity by a mean of 14.8Vo (253). Similar

biphasic responses of Na*-K* ATPase to cholesterol depletion were also found in rabbit

renal medullar membrane vesicles (245) and human red btood ceils (248). It was assumed

that the effect of cholesterol depletion was mediated through a redistribution of the

phospholipids located in the microenvironment of the protein which have been shown to

play a role in the activation of the Na+-K+ ATPase (248). The biphasic response of Na*-K*

ATPase to cholesterol depletion supports the idea of an'optimum' membrane cholesterol

content f<¡r maximal activity of a rnembrane transport systetn (1,40). ltr cerlattl patlìologlcal

conditions, Na*-K* ATPase activity is stimulated wiih increasing cholesterol content. For

example;ïn'sarcolemmal-membranes from hearts of rats fed a 2%o cholesterol diet for 12

weeks, Na*-K* ATPase activity was increased as was the sarcolemmal

cholesterol/phosphotipid molar ratio (249). A similar result was found in sarcolemma from

genetically myopathic hamsters which display increased membrane cholesterol (25i) and
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enhanced Na*-K* ATPase activity (250).

However, several other studies dispute these findings to varying degrees. Purified

Na*-K* ATPase, appears to be relatively insensitive to cholesterol content (252) or could

be depressed in artificial membranes by cholesterol (253). Several groups have studied

cholesterol modulation of the Na+-K* ATPase in membrane vesicles and intact cells. Early

work noted that cholesterol inhibits delipidized and soluble Na*-K* ATPase activity from

rabbit kidney outer medulla (254). The Na*-K* ATPase activity is only partially inhibited

by cholesterol in the presence of unsaturated phospholipids, while complete inhibition can

be achieved in the presence of saturated phospholipid which may indicate the interaction

of cholesterol with phosphotipids of different chain length and unsaturation (254).

Subsequently, other experiments have shown an inhibitory effect of high membrane

cholesterol content on Na*-K* ATPase from human red blood cells membranes (246),

rabbit erythrocyte membranes (255,259), normal clear bovine and human lens (257), canine

ventricular sarcolemmal vesicles (258,259), rabbit myocardium after cholesterol rich diet

(260), rat liver membranes (261) and kidney basolateral membranes (2a5).

Several mechanisms have been proposed for the inhibitory effect on the Na*-K*

ATPase by membrane cholesterol. The rigid sterol structure of cholesterol may lead to an

increase in the anisotropic motional ordering of the lipid bilayer of the membrane, which

in turn may lead to an increase in the ordering of the conformation of the Na+-K+ ATPase

(2L8,246). Therefore, the capability of the Na*-K* ATPase to undergo conformational

change witl be reduced, and as a result, would inhibit its function. A second possibility may

involve a direct interaction between cholesterol and the Na+-K* ATPase which will

modulate its activity (139). Direct binding of cholesterol to various membrane proteins (such

as the band 3 protein from human erythrocytes) has been reported (262)" A third
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mechanism may be the lipid peroxidation that may occur after the enrichment of cholesterol

content in the cell membrane (255). Membrane lipid peroxidation would certainly explain

the decreased Na*-K* ATPase activity (255).

a. Calciurn Fumps

Calcium pumps appear to be ubiquitous components of eukaryotic cells and their

major function is to translocate Ca2* across membranes against a Caz* gradient.

Biochemicaliy, calcium pumps are expressed as a Ca2*-ATPase since they require energy

supplied from ATP hydrolysis. The best characteized Ca2*-ATPases are located in the

sarcoplasmic reticulum and plasma membrane.

Sarcoplasmic Reticulum Ca2+-ATPase. The Ca2*-ATPase is responsible for

sequestering C** which has been released in muscle cells to stimulate myofilament

contraction. Two moles of Cazr are translocated for each mole of ATP hydrolysed (263).

Amongst atl the proteins in the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR), 807o are ATPase proteins

responsible for calcium uptake (264). This enzyme requires a hydrophobic environment or

fluid membrane to sustain its activity (265).It has been proposed that about 30 phospholipid

molecules interact directly with the hydrophobic surface of the ATPase spanning the bilayer,

and form the minimal lipid environment required to maintain full Ca2*-ATPase activity

(266).

Earlier study suggested that cholesterol does not affect the activity of the

sarcoplasmic reticulum calcium-ATPase from rabbit muscle because the protein in the C** -

ATPase specifically excludes cholesterol from the immediate vicinity of the protein (267).

If cholesterol replaces phospholipids in the annulus, a potent inhibition of activity of Caz* -

ATPase was observed and this inhibition can be abolished by sufficient phospholipid to
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reform a complete annulus (267). Therefore, the authors proposed that cholesterol may be

inhibitory because it does not meet the requirement of the protein for specific chemical

structures in the annulus (261). More studies agreed that cholesterol is normally excluded

from direct contact with Ca2*-ATPase enzyme (268-270) and excluded from other

membrane enzrymes as well (271). Using a reconstituted system, another study showed that

a high membrane cholesterol content in proteoliposomes (cholesterol/phospholipid molar

ratio = 0.3) reduced the Ca2*-ATPase activity (272).However, this decline in Ca2*-ATPase

activity induced by cholesterol is quite small which agrees reasonably well with results

derived from a reconstitution study undertaken by Warren et al (267).In rabbit skeletal

muscle, the SR Ca2*-ATPase was notably unaffected by cholesterol in reconstituted

phosphatidylcholine : phosphatidylserine vesicles (273).

. 
In reconstitution experiments in which phosphatidylethanolamine was used as a

dominant lipid component in the membrane, cholesterol enhanced the Ca-transport function

of the Ca2* -ATP ase (272). Therefore, under certain circumstances, cholesterol may stimulate

Ca2*-ATPase in the reconstituted proteoliposomes via, possibly, direct binding of cholesterol

to Ca2*-ATPase (272).

Nevertheless, some studies have disagreed with the above conclusion that Caz*-

ATPase was not sensitive to cholesterol. Warren et al showed that Caz* -ATPase activity is

decreased in direct proportion to the cholesterol content of the membrane. They proposed

the effect of cholesterol on Ca2*-ATPase is consistent with an effect on the fluidity of the

SR membr ane (273-275). Recovery of Ca2*-ATPase activity was achieved upon the removal

of cholesterol from the SR membrane, which suggested that cholesterol does reversibly

inactivate the enzyme Q7\. Similar qualitative results have been interpreted quite

differently by other investigators. In bovine arterial smooth muscle cells, increased
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cholesterol content of the cells through liposome fusion resultecl in a reduction of SR Ca2*-

ATpase activity (Zl6). Since the alteration of membrane cholesterol content was paralleled

by a decrease in the Ca2*-ATPase activity of SR (215), and the inhibition was accompanied

by a loss in enzyme sensitivity to calmodulin (277), they proposed that the change of- Caz*-

ATPase activity was caused by a direct effect of cholesterol on the enzyme (276). Other

studies have had similar conclusions that the inhibitory effect of cholesterol on the Ca2*-

ATPase was due to the direct interaction of cholesterol on the enzyme (278) and not a

change of membrane fluidity induced by cholesterol (279,280).

The effect on Ca2*-ATPase activity of an atherogenic (77o cholesterol) diet fed to

swine (28L) or rabbits (283) has been studied. In swine fed an atherogenic diet, total C**

uptake was decreased as was the altered cholesterol/phospholipid ratio without having effect

on Ca2*-ATPase activity (281). In rabbits fed an atherogenic diet f.or 12 weeks, the rate of

SR calcium binding was unchanged but calcium uptake was increased (283).

Plasma Membrane Ca2*-ATPase. This enzyme acts to pump Caz* out of the cell to

regulate the intracellular [Cut*].Two calcium ions are transported across the membrane for

each ATP hydrolysed. Membrane fluidity might be an important determinant of Caz* -

ATPase activity. A 507o increase in Ca2*-ATPase activity was observed concomitant with

increased membrane fluidity (284).

There has been a gleat controversy for several years concerning an indirect versus

a direct effect of cholesterol upon the muscle Ca2*-ATPase. In a cardiac sarcolemmal

preparation, cholesterol has an inhibitory effect upon the Ca2*-ATPase activity

(158,277,278). The effect of cholesterol enrichment on the sarcolemmal Ca2*-pump has

been examined (158). The Ca2* accumulating ability of the Caz*-ATPase is itthibited 407o

by cholesterol enrichment at all incubation times (158). The same inhibitory effect has been



observed in sarcolemmal Caz*-ATPase activity in rats fed a2Vo cholesterol diet f-or 24 weeks

(24g). Not only can the incorporation of cholesterol into the sarcolemma inhibit Caz* -

ATpase activity, depletion of cholesterol can induce a much more pronounced, stimulatory

effect (Zi7). This may indicate that there is a critical concentration of cholesterol in the

sarcolemma which normally modulates ATPase activity (217). Since the slight changes in

E" (Arrhennius activation energy) and transition temperatures produced by cholesterol did

not have an important effect upon the fluidity of the membranes, the authors suggested that

cholesterol may have a direct effect upon the sarcolemmal Ca2*-ATPase (277). The authors

also suggested that there is a possibility of a slow exchange of cholesterol between the

tightly bound lipid surrounding the Ca2*-ATPase and the bulk lipid of the sarcolemma

(277). Another study demonstrated that cholesterol enrichment of the sarcolemmal

membrane was associated with a loss of calmodulin sensitivity of Ca2* ATPase (278).

Caz* uptake via the sarcolemmal Ca2* pump was also inhibited if the endogenous

membrane cholesterol was oxidized with cholesterol oxidase (279). Cholesterol oxidase

inhibited ATP-dependent Caz* uptak eby 22Vo,36Vo, and 52Vo at l-5, 30, and 60 seconds of

reaction time, respectively (279). However, it was not clear if the inhibitory effect was a

direct action on the Caz* pump or if it was primarily a reflection of a non-specific increase

in membrane permeability.

c. T'he Calcium Channel

The Ca2* channel is a protein which facilitates the selective movement of Ca2* across

a membrane down its concentration gradient. There are atleast two types of Ca2* chamels:

one is potential dependent and the other is receptor-operated (285). The first report of the
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effect of membrane cholesterol on the calcium channel was carried out in human red blood

cells. Calcium influx was strongly influenced by the cholesterol content of the plasma

membrane (286). Calcium influx through the calcium channel increased when the

membrane was enriched with cholesterol using liposomes, and conversely, cholesterol

depletion decreased influx (286,281).

Arterial smooth muscle cells are the primary cell type which are enriched with

unesterified cholesterol in an atherosclerosis plaque (288). The entry of extracelluar calcium

is a major regulatory factor in a number of vascular smooth muscle functions. Vascular

smooth muscle Ca2* content may also be important in plaque development. Therefore, it

is important to understand the interactions of membrane cholesterol and intracellular

calcium in arterial smooth muscle cells. Calcium channel activity in arterial smooth muscle

cells was increased upon the enrichment of membrane cholesterol by exposure to either

cholesterol-rich liposomes or LDL (203,213,216,289,290). For example, in cultured rabbit

aortic smooth muscle cells, cholesterol enrichment of cell membranes was associated with

a significant increase in the unstimulated calcium influx rate which is sensitive to channel

blockers (203). A similar observation was reported for intact carotid arterial segments after

perfusion with cholesterol-rich liposomes (290). The cholesterol-induced calcium influx was

reversible after exposure to medium containing I07o serum (no liposome) for 4 days (203)'

Since lipid dynamics in the a¡terial smooth muscle cells membrane can be altered by

cholesterol enrichment, the authors proposed that cholesterol enrichment in smooth muscle

cell membranes unmasked a new, or otherwise silent calcium channel (present, but inactive

under normal conditions) with pharmacological characteristics similar to L-type channels,

i.e. dihydropyridine sensitivity (203).

The mechanism by which cholesterol-rich liposomes and cholesterol enrichment
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increase calcium currents in vascular smooth muscle cells was investigated by using whole-

cell patch clamp recording (273). Enrichment of membrane free choiesterol in arterial

smooth muscle cells resulted in a gradual increase in the L-type current over 20 hours and

a plateau (73t7Vo increase over basal) between 20 and 32 hours (273). The authors

demonstrated that the effect of cholesterol enrichment was not due to either an increase in

L-type channel expression (i.e. increased synthesis, decreased degradation) or availability

(e.g., recruitment), since there was no increase in the maximum L-type current stimulated

by (+)-PN-202-791 in cholesterol-enriched cells (273). Instead, a shift in the inactivation

potential and a decrease in sensitivity to dihydropyridine antagonists (273), suggested that

cholesterol enrichment may be associated with a change in the functional properties of the

L-type calcium channel. Therefore, altered L-type channel function might be a resuit of a

change in membrane physical properties such as fluidity and thickness which are modulated

by cholesterol (273). Cholesterol enrichment of the membrane may also slow or inhibit drug

interactions with membrane receptors (293).

d. Na+-F{+ exchange

The piasma membrane Na*-H* exchanger is a membrane-bound glycoprotein which

exists in a wide range of cell types. It catalyses the coupled transmembrane exchange of

extracellular sodium (Na*) for intracellular H* without consuming any ATP (295). The main

physiological roles of the Na*-H* exchanger are regulating intracellular pH, controlling cell

growth and proliferation, and adjusting cell volume (296,291).In some pathological states,

including essential hypertension, ischemia/reperfusion, diabetic cardiomyopathy and diabetic

nephropathy, Na+-H* exchange also plays an important role (298-301).
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Earlier studies have shown that the fluidity of rat colonic brush-border membranes

can influence Na*-H* exchange activity. As discussed previously, fluidity changes commonly

occur following alierations in membrane cholesterol (302,303). When cultured human

lymphoblasts were incubated with liposomes of varying cholesterol concentration, alterations

of Na*-H* exchangewere observed (30a). Enrichment of lymphoblast membrane cholesterol

resulted in an inhibition of antiporter activity, whereas depletion of membrane cholesterol

enhanced the activity of Na*-H* exchange (304). The mechanism of the cholesterol effect

on Na*-H* exchange remains unclear. One recent study on the effect of cholesterol on

human platelets found cholesterol enrichment resulted in an increase in phospholipase A,

(305). They proposed that membrane-modulated phospholipase A, may act as a molecular-

switch for the regulation of Na*-H* exchange in cholesterol-enriched platelets (305).

e. Na+-Ca2+ exchange

Another pathway contributing to trans-plasma membrane Ca2* flux is Na*-Ca2*

exchange. It has been found in various cells including epithelia, nerves and muscles. The

Na*-Ca2* exchanger was first hypothesized by Reuter and Seitz twenty years ago (306), and

was then identified in isolated cardiac sarcolemmal membranes by Reeves and Sutko (307).

This is a carrier-mediated process coupling the flux of Na* in one direction to the

movement of Ca2* in the opposite direction (308). The stoichiometry of Na*-Ca2* exchange

is three Na* for each C** transported, making it electrogenic and sensitive to membrane

potential (309). One of putative roles of Na+-Ca2* exchange is to maintain the intracellular

concentration of Caz* in cells at a resting level (310).

All studies concerning the influence of membrane cholesterol on Na*-Ca2* exchange



have used cardiac sarcolemmal vesicles (244,258,282,3I2,3L3). Cholesterol enrichment of

sarcolemmal vesicles resulted in a significant increase in the initial rate of Na+-Caz+

exchange (258). There is a very good general correlation between the cholesterol content

of sarcolemmal membranes and Na*-Ca2* exchange (25S). It was suggested that a

cholesterol-rich annulus surrounding the Na*-Ca2* exchange protein may modulate its

function (258). This was confirmed later in a study investigating the thermotropic transition

points of Na*-Ca2* exchange in proteoliposomes reconstituted with varying cholesterol

concentrations (314).

In situ oxidation of membrane cholesterol with cholesterol oxidase resulted in an

inhibition of Na+-Ca2* exchange (258,282). This inhibition was particularly prominent

(67%) during the early linear part of the reaction (0.5 seconds) (282). Oxysterols are

distributed quite differently in the membrane. They are less polar than cholesterol and

occupy a higher molecular area in the membrane (311). The effect on Na*-Ca2+ exchange

produced by oxysterols may be due to the disturbance of cholesterol-rich domains in the

membrane by the oxidation reaction (282). This would further support the previous

conclusions that a cholesterol rich annulus may be associated with the Na*-Ca2* exchange

protein (258). If large amounts of cholesterol were oxidized in the membrane, Na*-Caz*

exchange could be completely eliminated. However, this was primarily due to an elimination

of any effective permeability barrier in the membrane (282).

In a study of reconstituted phosphatidylserine/phosphatidylcholine vesicles, no

exchange was observed unless significant amounts (20% by weight) of cholesterol were also

present (312). It is interesting to note that this amount of cholesterol is similar to

endogenous levels of sarcolemmal cholesterol (312). This observation was confirmed by

another study (313). This sterol requirement for Na*-Ca2* exchange is highly specific for
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cholesterol. Several cholesterol analogues with minor structural modifications were unable

to substitute for cholesterol in supporting exchange activity Qaa).
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C" h/fAT'Ð[t{Af-S ANÐ A4ET'F{OÐS

I. Materials

Cholesterol oxidase (pseudomonas fluorescens) and catalase (bovine liver) were

purchased from Sigma Chemical Co. The cholesterol oxidase was purified as a lyophilized

powder. Other preparations of cholesterol oxidase (nocardia erythropolis) which were

chromatographically purified yielded similar results in preliminary experiments. The

fluorescence probes, nile red and dimethyl aminostyryt-methylpyridiniumiodine (DASPMI)

were obtained from Molecular Probes Inc. (Eugene, OR). Some selected cholesterol

derivatives which were used as standards for the high performance liquid chromatography

(HPLC) analysis were purchased from Steraloids Inc., Wilton, NH. Dil and fura-2 were

obtained from Molecular Probes Inc., Junction City, Oregon. Collagenase was obtained

from Worthington Biochemicals (Freehold, NewJersey). The2% cholesterol supplemented

rabbit chow was purchased from ICN Biochemicals Inc. (Cleveland, OH). All other

chemicals were of standard reagent grade and were purchased from Sigma.

Itr. [.ipoprotein Isolation

Male albino New Zealand white rabbits weighing - 2.5 kg were placed on a'l.Vo

cholesterol supplemented diet for at least L month prior to blood collection. Animals were

used for only a 4 month period for the collection of blood. Blood samples were collected

from the central artery of the ear in the presence of L mg/ml EDTA and plasma separated

and collected immediately by centrifugation at L500 xg for 10 minutes at 4"C. Blood
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samples of human's were collected in test tubes containing ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid

(EDTA; 1 mg/ml) and immediately centrifuged at 3,000 rpm at 40C. LDL and VLDL (uery

low density lipoprotein) were isolated by single spin density gradient ultracentrifugation in

the presence of 0.18 ¡¡M thimerosal, 1.5 pM DTNB and 2 pM PMSF (339,340).

Dithiobisnitrobenzoic acid (1.5 mM), phenylmethylsulphonyl fluoride (2 mM), thimerosal

(0.08 mg/ml) were added to the plasma to inhibit lecithin:cholesterol acyl transferase,

proteolysis and bactericides, respectively (3a1). Vitamin C (50 ¡.r,M) was also included to

inhibit oxidation (341). I-ow density lipoprotein (LDL) and high density lipoprotein (HDL)

fractions were isolated from plasma by the ultracentrifugal method of Lindgren QaÐ. 'fhe

fractions were identified according to their buoyant density and the percentage composition

of triglycerides, cholesterol and phospholipid. The LDL fraction was not oxidized during

isolation or prior to their use in experiments as assessed by an absence of malondialdehyde

reactive products (343,344). Cholesterol (free and esterified) and phospholipid were

biochemically quantitated as described (258,345) after lipid extraction in

chloroform:methanol (2: 1) (258).

Ill. Cardiomyocyte Xsolation

Calcium tolerant, contractile single cells were isolated from control rabbits not used for

lipoprotein isolation. The procedure, which involves retrograde perfusion of an excised

rabbit heart with a CaL+ -free then minim al C?+ containing solution supplemented with

1.3 mg/mt collagenase and 0.5 mg/rnl hyaluronidase, has been described in detail previously

(346). After - 30 minutes perfusion, the heart was removed and the cells gently teased free

in a petri dish. Cells were separated at 1 xg and viable myocytes adhered to coverslips

which had been previously coated for 20 minutes with 0.2 mg/ml laminin. The cells were



used the same day that they were isolated. This procedure yielded cells which were 70 -

80Vo in a rod-like shape, did not beat spontaneously and excluded trypan blue. The resting

membrane potential of the cells was -80 mV (measurement carried out by Drs. W.C. Cole

and N. lrblanc).

IV. Smooth Muscle Cell Isolation and Treatment

Smooth muscle cells were isolated from the aorta of adult male albino rabbits as

described by Pierce et aI (341). The cells were plated on 60 x L5 mm Primaria culture

dishes (Falcon Plastics) in Medium 199 which contained IÙVo fetal calf serum, 2.0 mM

glutamine, 100 IJ penicillin/ml and 100 ug streptomycin/ml. For the histochemical

fluorescence studies (see below), cells were grown on gelatin-coated glass coverslips (22 RD,

Propper). The cells were treated (unless otherwise indicated) with 1.0 mg cholesterol

oxidase $.9 U lmg) and a 75 fold higher catalase concentration (U:U) in 4 ml of the above

medium at37"C. Cells which were plated on 60 x L5 mm Primaria culture dishes were used

for cholesterol and protein assays as well as HPLC analysis. For the histochemical

fluorescence studies (see below), cells were grown on gelatin-coated glass coverslips (22 RD,

Propper) and then treated with LDL with or without cholesterol oxidase preincubation.

Photomicrographs were taken using Kodak film at ASA 100 with a Nikon 2020 eamera

mounted on a Nikon phase contrast microscope with a 20x objective.

V. [.abelling with Fluorescent LDL

Rabbit LDL was labelled with the fluorescent probe Dil as described (348). Dil-

labelled LDL is an effective moiety to observe LDLfreceptor interactions on a cell

(349,350). Freshly isolated cardiomyocytes were incubated with varying concentrations of
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Dil-LDL in Medium 1.99 for 30 - I20 minutes at 37"C, then fixed at 22"C in 4Vo

paraformaldehyde in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) followed by mountinginT0To glycerol

in PBS (357,352). Cells were photographed on a Nikon l-abphot microscope excited at 520-

550 nm and detected through a 580 nm barrier filter. Fluorescence intensity was quantified

with photomultiplier tubes and the data collected and stored on computer (353).

\Il. F{istochemical Methods

1). Nile Red: a) LDL (0.1m1) was pre-incubated with or without 0.05 mg/ml cholesterol

oxidase for varying durations, then added to the confluent cells for 3 hours at

31îC;b) Confluent cells were treated with varying concentrations of cholesterol oxidase and

different exposure times. Both cells from a) and b) were then washed briefly (2x4ml) with

HEPES solution (140 mM NaCl, 6.0 mM KCl, 1.0 mM MgCl2, 1..0 mM CaCl2, 10 mM

dextrose, 6.0 mM HEPES (pH 7.a)). The cells were then stained with 1 p,g/ñ nile red in

acetone for 15 minutes, rinsed with HEPES solution again, air dried and mounted (354,355).

Fluorescence was monitored with a Spex spectrofluorometer by setting the excitation

wavelengthat 480 nm, slit width at 4 mm and using a Nikon DM510 epi-fluorescence filter

without the B-2A excitation filter. Fluorescence intensity was quantified with photo

multiplier tubes and the data collected and stored on computer. Ten randomly chosen fields

on the coverslip were examined for fluorescence intensity from each sample. Fluorescence

photomicrographs were taken with a Nikon Labphot microscope equipped with

epi-fluorescence optics using a 20x fluorescence objective and DM5i0 filter. Fuji colour

transverse films at ASA 400 were used.

2). DASPMI: Confluent cells were treated with 1 mg/ml cholesterol oxidase for 3 hours

af 37 oC. In a separate series of experiments, cells were treated with L mM



2, -dinitrophenol (DNP) for 15 hours at37oC,0.1 mg/ml4-cholesten-3-one (4-3-one) for 24

hours af 37 oC, or 75%o ethanol for 20 minutes at room temperature. Samples were stained

with DASPMI (9pe/ml in HEPES) for 30 minutes at 25 "C (356-359), and then rinsed

briefly with HEPES (2x4ml). The fluorescence intensity was detected with a Spex

spectrofluorometer under the conditions described above for the nile red study. The

fluorescence photographs were taken with a Nikon Labphot microscope as described above.

3). Trypan blue: Trypan blue was used to assess cell viability + treatment with cholesterol

oxidase, DNP, 75Vo ethanol or 4-cholesten-3-one (4-3-one) under the experimental

conditions described above. After the treatments, all the samples were stained with 20Vo

t*il blue for 2 minutes at 25 "C, then rinsed with HEPES briefly to remove excess dye.

Photomicrographs were taken on the Nikon phase contrast microscope described above.

Vtrtr. HPLC (High Ferformance Liquid Chromatography)

HPLC was used to identify and quantify the oxidized cholesterol content in cells after

treatment with cholesterol oxidase. Vascular smooth muscle cells were taken from the

incubator after treatment + varying concentrations of cholesterol oxidase for 24 hours(unless

otherwise indicated) and washed with 1 ml of HEPES solution at 37oC. The cells were

scraped from the culture dish into a glass homogenizer containing 2 ml of 2:I chloroform

: methanol and then homogenized with a glass pestle. The fragmented cells were poured

into glass conical tubes and the homogenization vessel washed with 2 ml + 1 ml of the

chloroform : methanol solution. The conical tubes were stored at 0 - 5 oC overnight for

extraction of lipids as described (360). The solvent was evaporated under a stream of N, gas,

then the lipids were suspended in 1 ml of methylene chloride and filtered through a 25

micron filter attached to a Hamilton syringe. The filtrate was then exposed to nitrogen gas



to evaporate the solvent and suspended again in 100 ¡-¿l of methylene chloride of which 20

¡.rl was used for HPLC analysis. A modification of the technique of Sevanian and Mcleod

(361) was employed to detect the oxidized cholesterol species. The HPLC used was a

Beckman Instruments model 166 detector, a 116 solvent delivery system and a Beckman

Ultrasphere silica column (4.6 mm x 15 cm). Flow rate was maintained at 1.0 ml/min and

the mobile phase was 95:5 hexane:isopropanol. UV detection of the peaks was carried out

at a wavetength of 208 nm. HPLC was also used to identiff and quantify the oxidized

cholesterol species in LDL and VLDL from the coronary artery disease patients and the

control group.

VIIX. Freparation and Measurement of Lipid Feroxidation

Malondialdehyde (MDA) content of lipoprotein after treatmentwith cholesterol oxidase

+ catalase was determined by the thiobarbituric acid reactive substances (TBARS) method

(343,362). Briefly, lipoproteins (150 ¡rg protein) were suspended in L ml of 140 mM KCI

20 mM MOPS (3-[N-Morpholino]propane-sulfonic acid) (pH 7.4), followed by the addition

of 2 ml of I5Vo TCA (trichloroacetic acid),0.375Vo TBA (thiobarbituric acid) and 0.25 N

HCL. The mixture was boiled for L5 minutes, then cooled in ice and subsequently

centrifuged at 1500 rpm for 20 minutes. The absorbance of the supernatant was determined

immediately using a Beckman Du-62 spectrophotometer at a wavelength of 535 nm. A free

radical generating system was employed to induce lipid peroxidation of lipoprotein.

Reactions were initiated by the addition of freshly prepared Fe3*-ADP (50 uM FeCl3,

chelated by 0.5 mM ADP) and 3 mM DHF (dihydroxyfumaric acid) (363). Incubations \,/ere

carried out at 370C for 60 minutes. Freshly diluted malondialdehyde bis (dimethyl acetal)

(1,1,3,3-tetramethoxypropane) was used as a reference standard. TBARS were expressed
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as MDA equivalent content (nanomoles of MDA per milligram of lipoprotein protein).

IX, Analysis of f.ysine Content

Free amino acid groups in LDL were measured using trinitro- benzenesulfonic acid

(TNBS) as described (104,364). Lipoprotein samples (30 -60 ug protein) were suspended

in j. ml of 140 mM KCl, 20 mM MOPS (pH 7.4), and mixed with 1 ml of 47o NaHCOT (pH

8.4) and 50 ul 0.17o TNBS. The mixture was incubated al 37 0C in a water bath for 90

minutes, and then the absorbance af 340 nm was recorded. The oxidation of lysine was

produced by incubating the lipoprotein sample with 50 uM CuSOo in 1 ml of 140 mM KCl,

20 mM MOPS (pH 7.a) for 60 minutes at3J0C, then the TNBS reactivity was estimated as

described above. The amino acid concentration was determined by reference to a lysine

standard. The lysine reactivity was expressed as ¡rmol per milligram lipoprotein.

X" Measurement of Cellula r CaZ* Transients

Intracellul ar ¡Caz+]was measured spectrofluorometrically using the Ca2+ indicator dye

fura-2 (365). Cardiomyocytes were incubated for L5 minutes at22"C with 2 ¡rM of the

acetoxymethylester of fura-2 (366,367). In a typical experiment, a cover slip containing

adherent myocytes loaded with fura-2 was mounted in a læiden chamber (368) heated to

37"C with a Medical Systems PDMI-2 Open Perfusion Micro-Incubator (Greenvale, NY)

in Kreb's perfusion solution containing (in mM): NaCl 120; NaHCOtZS; KCi 4; KH2PO4

1.2; MgSO q I.2; dextrose 5.5, CaClr l.S (pH 7.4). This system was fixed on the stage of a

Nikon Diaphot epifluorescent microscope which was attached to a SPEX Fluorolog

spectrofluorometer (SPEX Industries, Edison, NJ) (366). Myocytes were initially viewed



under phase contrast bright field microscopy to optimize cell placement and focus. To

monitor cellular fluorescence, excitation light was switched via a rotating chopper blade

from 340 to 380 nm which was derived from the SPEX dual wavelength spectrofluorometer.

Cell epifluorescence was emitted at 505 nm and recorded and quantitated with

photomultiplier tubes coupled to a computer. The fluorescent signal from the cells was

calibrated with the in situ method of Grynkiewicz et al (365) using 20 uM 4-bromo-/J.3l87

to obtain maximal fluorescence and 10 mM EGTA to determine the minimum fluorescence

(365,369).

For each experiment, a single cell was selected and stimulated by passing currents via two

platinum electrodes spaced - 8 mm apart. The cell was stimulated to contract aL0.4 Hz

with 8 - 12 V (in air) and a 3 ms duration. These cells were capable of contracting in

response to these stimuli under these conditions for over one hour.

Xtr. Subjects Studied

Twenty three patients (21, men and 2 women) with coronary artery disease and proven

myocardial infarction were studied. They were 44 to 75 years old (mean: 60.8 t 1,.8 years).

All patients had at least one myocardial infarction and eight had two or more previous

myocardial infarctions. Coronary angiograms carried out in thirteen patients revealed

significant stenoses or occlusions of the right anterior descending and circumflex arteries.

The ECG (electrocardiogram) on 12 patients revealed an anterior or an anterolateral

infarction, and L0 showed an inferio¡ or inferiolateral location of the infarction. Three

ECGs had anterior and inferior sites of infarctions. One patient had a left bundle branch

block on the ECG, but an anterior wall motion abnormality was confirmed.

Radioventriculograms were carried out in all23 patients and demonstrated a diminished left



ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) averaging 42Vo and ranging from 75-73%.

Echocardiograms in 5 patients revealed regional or regional and global reduction in left

ventricular systolic motion. Twenty of the 23 patients had extra heart sounds including both

S, and So. The medications in these patients included one or more of the following: ASA

EC (enteric-coated aspirin), captopril, persantine, diltiazem, or nitroglyceride. At the time

of blood collection, the patients were following no special dietary restrictions. The control

group consisted of healthy, asymptomatic men (n= 16) and women (n=7), aged between 36

and 66 years old (mean 48.4 t 1.9 years). Their histories were negative for diabetes,

hypertension, cancer, heart disease, alcohol or drug abuse, and their serum cholesterol and

triglycerides were within the normal level. Only 3 of the patients and 2 of the control

subjects were cigarette smokers.

XX[. Statistical ^A,nalysis:

Data were analyzed statistically with a student's t-test or, where appropriate, a one-

way analysis of variance test followed by Duncan's new multiple range post hoc test (341).

The level of significance was arbitrarily set at < 0.05.
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Ð. RESUT.TS

X, The Effects of [.ow Ðensity Lipoprotein on Calcium Tnansients in Isolated Rabbit

Cardiormyocytes.

The effects of adding LDL to the solution bathing the cardiomyocytes were

investigated. The effects of LDL on the cellular CJ+ transient were studied over a 60

minute time period (Figure 1). The cardiomyocyte could be stimulated and displayed a

stable C#+ transient for this length of time (Figure 14 B). Recordings were interrupted

after 30 seconds every 5 minutes to avoid photo bleaching the dye which would have

occurred during continuous periods of light exposure. Incubation of the cardiomyocyte with

LDL induced a relatively slow but potent increase in the CJ+ ffansient (Figure lC, D).

It is important to note that these cells appeared structurally unchanged upon microscopic

examin¿1ion during the 60 minute exposure to LDL and responded appropriately to the

electrical stimulation. These effects of LDL on the CJ+ ûansient of cardiomyocytes were

carried out as a function of the LDL chotesterol concentration and duration of incubation

in a series of experiments (Table 1). Peak systolic CJ+ levels in cardiomyog¡tes were

significantly increased by 1.0 mg I-DL/ml after 30 or more minutes of incubation. A higher

LDL cholesterol concentration (3.0 mg/ml) also induced a significant increase in peak

1t
systolic C-ao' levels in cardiomyocytes and this tended to be slightly larger than the effects

with 1.0 mglml. Concentrations below 1.0 mg/ml wþre ineffective in significantly changing

the transient. DiastolicC*+ concentrationwas unaffected by LDLtreatment over the time

course and concentration range studied.

fire relationship between the effects of LDL on the CaZ+ transient and lipid
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Figure tr. Representative ¡pço¡dings of calcium transients in control cardiomyocytes (&B)
or cardiomyorytes Ércated with 1 mg LDL cholesterol/ml perfusion med.ium (CrD). If
present the LDL was added at the time point indicated by the arow. The recordings are
Shown as the ratio of the fura-2 fluorescent signal at,e¡citation wavelengths of 340 nm to
380 nm (A,C) or after conversion to intracellular Ca'- concentration (B,D) as described
in the Methods section The recordings here are not continuous but only for approximately
30 seconds then stopped. At the fifth minute, another 30 second recording was taken"
followed by another 30 second recordirg at the tenth minute, etc. This stop-time recorrtþg
allowed us to avoid the problems associated with photo bleaching but stiil monitor C4:
transients in the same cell over a 60 minute time period. Note the stability in the ú*
transient recording in the co4trol cell (dB) over the entire measurement period and the
increase in the size of the Ca'- transient induced in another cell after treatment with LDL
(c,D).
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T'able X-" T'irne course of vaxying concenxtraÉíons of LÐL on intracellulan

,-
Tlme (mlntrtes)

LDL
60453015

0 mg/mf
Systole
Dlastole

0.1 mg/ml
Systole
Diasfole

0.3 mg/ml
Systde
Dhs'tde

0.6 mg/ml
Systole
Dhstole

t mg/ml
Systde
Dias'tole

3 mg/ml
Systde
Dlastole

273.2 *.35.4
102.8 x 28.7

265.7 r 54.3
125.5 r 31.2

217.8 *.49.7
109.3 * 31.6

275.2 ¡ M.5
166.2 * 30.9

242.3 r Et.S
126.4 r 28.5

189.4 * 36.1
144.7 *.?5.3

264.3 t 42.6
104.5 t 25.7

301.2 * 51.6
125.7 r 31.9

?21.8 x79.4
1¿1O.9 r 31.5

317.8 x74.4
217.4 *.5O.3

325.7 r &1.6
170.3 r 28.5

357.2 r 39.6
19Íì.4 * 57.2

268.5 r 31.8
107.6 r 19.3

314.8 + 66.2
131.4 r 37.4

297.3 t 53.6
159.2 x 47.3

325.1 r 79.5
210.4 r 38.5

281.5 r 48.6
105.3 t 26.6

307.5 r 46.1
129.5 t 34.8

289.5 t 46.2
154.7 x 32.1

333.2 r 58.9
216.8 t 47.2

299.5 r 31.7
101.4 r 19.5

311.5 * 42.1
133.9 t 35.1

295.6 r ¿15.8

155.6 r 41.6

341.6 r 62.1
205.3 r 33.2

485.6 r 51.2*
194.6 r 38.4

568.6 r 67.3*
234.3 r 30.1

398.5 r ¿15.7* 4Í!7.5 r 36.2*
189.3 * 34.6 179.5 r 26.5

413.9 * 49.2* 442.5 r 65.3*
223.7 x37.5 231.2 *.4E-2

*: P<0.05 VS contrd. (n = 4€). Galclum concentratlon ls ln nM.
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alterations within the cardiomyocyte were of interest. Thus, cardiomyocytes were treated

with 3 mg LDL cholesterot/ml for varying times, washed briefly with LDL free media to

remove any LDL which was loosely associated with the cell surface, then scraped from the

dishes and cell cholesterol and phospholipid content measured (Table 2). Incubation of

cardiomyocytes with LDL induced a significant increase in cellular free cholesterol,

cholesterol esters and total cholesterol within 30 minutes. Longer times of incubation

induced a further, modest increase. Cell phospholipid content did not change significantly

after LDL treatment. This observation, together with the time dependency of the reaction

would strongly suggest that the LDL was being internalized and does not simply represent

a cell surface association of the LDL.

To obtain further information regarding the nature of the association of LDL with

the cardiomyocyte and to determine if the reaction was receptor mediated, a fluorescent

labet was incorporated into isolated rabbit LDL and its interactions with the cardiomyocyte

observed. As shown in Figure 2, cardiomyocytes were stained well after incubation with the

fluorescently labelted Dil-LDL. As the concentration of Dil-LDLwas increased, fluorescent-

staining of the cell became more intense (Figure 2C). This response was quantitated in a

number of experiments. In agreement with the biochemical work shown in Table 2, a

significant increase in fluorescent staining intensity of cardiomyocytes was observed at an

LDL cholesterol concentration > L mg/ml(Figure 3). Concentrations below this showed

no significant effect. The reaction was also dependent upon the duration of incubation of

the Dil-LDL with the cardiomyocytes (Figure 4). Dil-LDL interactions were also

temperature dependent (37'C was greater than 4'C) (Figure 5). Competitive inhibition of

the reaction by pre-incubation of the cell with an unlabelled LDL probe at a ten-fold higher

concentration is frequently employed to detect the presence of a specific LDL receptor



Table 2. Cellulan åipÍd altenatio¡rs ån ca¡'díornocytes

treated with f,ÐX. fon vanying tímes

LDL incubation Free chol. Chol. ester Total chol. Phospholipid

mln nmol/mg protein

30

w7.49r 1.97

10.63t 1.97

13.82r 0.37*

6.24t 1.10

11.14t 1.68

16.661 2.35 *

18.431 1.67 *

13.73t 1.33

21.74x 3.45

29.13t 1.11 *

97.761 15.48

72.06x 10.79

122.36x 16.77

60 16.65t 1.76* 34.991 2.96 * 109.18t 15.41

Free chol.: free cholesterol; Chol. ester: cholesterol ester; Total chol.: total cholesterol. ln the 0 minute time

group, cells were exposed to 3 mg LDL/ml, then immediately washed free of the LDL and lipids extracted' Data

are means t SE. * Significantly different from 0 minute group ( P< 0.05)' (n=4)'
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Fígure 3. Fluorescent intensity of'cardiomyocytes was quantítated with photomulÉiplier
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3..0, or (Ð 3.0 mg Ðil-labelled f,llL/ml Berfusion medír¡rr¡ (mg f,ÐL cholestenol).

Fluorescent intensity is expressed in arbitrary units of counts per second. Values represent

mean t S.E. of separate 30 determinations from 5 experiments. s P < 0.05 versus control

values.
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mediated action (348-351). Native unlabelled LDL was pre-incubated with cardiomyocytes

at a concentration of 10 mglffr| prior to the addition of 7 mglml Dil-labelled LDL. The

native LDL significantly reduced the Dil-labelled LDL interactions with the cardiomyocyte

(Figure 5).

The effects of LDL on the CaZ+ transient in cardiomyocytes was specific to this

lipoprotein. As shown in Figure 6, HDL did not induce an increase in the C?+ üansient

as did LDL. In a series of experiments (n = 4), HDL caused no change in the CaZ+

transient in comparison to control (P > 0.05).

The mechanism responsible for the LDl-induced increase in the cardiomyocyte

CJ+ transient was investigated with the use of several pharmacological agents which block

different ion transport pathways in the cardiomyocyte. Because the LDL effects on the

transient were relatively slow to induce (¿ ¡O minutes), the drugs were introduced after or

simultaneously with the LDL. Ryanodine is a plant alkaloid which is frequently used to

probe the role of. CaZ+ release from the sarcoplasmic reticulum in supporting intracellular

C?+ transients and contractile activity in the heart (310,37I). Thirty minutes perfusion of

the cardiomyocytes with L0 ¡.rM ryanodine strongly depressed the Ca2+ transient in control

cardiomyorytes (Figure 7). This effect could not be washed out. Ryanodine failed to have

this effect in LDl-treated cardiomyocytes. In a series of experiments (n = 5), 10 ¡¿M

ryanodine inhibited the Ca2+ fansient by 81 ! 6.5Vo and 2 t 0.8% in control and LDL-

treated cardiomyocytes, respectively (P < 0.05). This effect of 10 ¡-cM ryanodine on the

C&+ fiansient in control cardiomyocytes is in agreement with previous studies (370,37L).

It is important to note that the LDl-treated cardiomyocytes were less sensitive to ryanodine

but not absolutely resistant to it. A much higher ryanodine concentration (100 ¡rM) inhibited

the Ca2* transient completely in both LDl-treated and control cardiomyocytes.
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Nicardipine is a potent antagonist of the L-type CaZ+ channel (372,373). The effects

of 4 pM nicardipine on the CaZ+ transient in control and LDl-treated cells were

investigated. Although the drug inhibited the transient in both cell types, the effect of the

drug appeared slower in LDl-treated cell (Figure 8). A similar, although more exaggerated

response to administration of the drug dichlorobenzamil (DCB) was also observed (Figure

9). DCB is a potent inhibitor of Na+ rc?* exchange but also exhibits CJ+ and K+

channel blocker activity in the micromolar concentration range (374). DCB was a more

potent inhibitor of the CJ+ transient in control cells than in the LDLtreated cells. This

was repeated in a series of experiments and the results presented in Figure L0" The

cardiomyocytes treated with LDL showed a lower sensitivity (P < 0.05) to nicardipine and

DCB than the control cardiomyocytes.

BAYK 8644 acts to stimularc CJ+ entry into the myocyte through slow Ca2+

channels (375). Administration of 0.5 ¡rM BAYK 8644 enhanced the Ca2+ transient by 20

! 4Vo in control myorytes within 4 minutes. However, in cardiomyocytes treated for 30

minutes with 1 mg/mtLDL, 0.5 ¡¿M BAYK 8644 increased the CJ+ ftansient by onty 4 *

2Vo (n=5) which was significantly different than the response in control cardiomyocytes (P

< 0.05) (data not shown).

Tlne CaZ+ transient in the cardiomyoryte, and thus, myocardial contractility, is

extremely sensitive to changes in extracellular Ca2+ concentration. The effect of LDL on

the C?+ transient in cardiomyocytes was examined as a function of the perfusate CJ+

concentration (Table 3). As demonstrated previously (Figure 1, table 1), LDL induced an

increase in the cellular Ca2+ transient within 30 minutes. If the [Cuz+] was reduced to 1.0

mM, the effect on the CaZ+ transient was less potent and required 45 minutes to become
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Tahle 3. IxrfÏuence of extracellulan calciurn concentnatio¡ls o¡r ttre effecús

of [,ÐL enhancíng calciunra transients i¡a nabbit ventriculan rnyocytes

LDL I mg/ml

at varylng

Tme (minutes)

60453015

[ca"*lo

0.7 mM

Systole 203.2 *. Æ.4 ?24.8 x 51.6 235.5 t 51.9 261.6 *.32.7 289.5 * 45.7

Dlastole 112.7 *.27.8 115.5 r 27.8 117.2 x ß.3 135.5 * 34.6 142.4 x.23.5

1.0 mM

Systde 236.7 r 35.3 267.21 51.6 326.8 r 54.2 377.5 *. M.1* 399.5 r 52.1É

Dhstde 1ß.5 t í25.2 1?2.7 x25.9 732.5 x29,.4 128.1 r 34.8 136.7 r 35.9

1.8 mM

Systde 279.8 x 34.7 332.8 ¡ 65.4 397.3 * ¿fi!.6" 459.2 r 56.9* 495.6 r 55.9"

Dlastole 135.3 t 26.6 139.9 r 23.5 159.2 r 47.3 173.7 * 27.1 185.4 r 31.6
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significant. At 0.7 mM Ca2+ ,LDLwas unable to significantiy increase the cellula r C?+

transient within the 60 minute time period studied'

[tr. The Action of Oxidized X.¡w Ðensity Lipoprotein on Calcium Transients in [solated

R abbit CardiomYocYtes.

The effect of oxidized LDL on the intracellular caicium transient of isolated

cardiomyocytes was investigated. Figure Ll, shows representative results of calcium transients

over time in both control and oxLDL treated cardiomyocytes. In the control myocyte (Fig.

1j.A), the Caz* transient was stable during stimulation for 24 minutes. Recordings were

interrupted after 25 seconds every 2 minutes to avoid photo bleaching the dye which could

have occurred during long exposure times to light. This protocol was used for all cells. When

0.1 mg oxLDL cholesterol/ml was incubated with the cardiomyoryte, a slow and steady

increment in the Ca2* transient was observed (Fig. 118). The peak systolic [Ca2*] during

the transient was noticeably augmented during the treatment whereas the diastolic Ca2*

level was unchanged. However, when the concentration of oxLDL was increased to L mg

cholesterol/ml, the amplitude of the C** transient was decreased not increased.

Furthermore, the diastolic [Cu'*] was increased with time (Fig. 11C). A series of

experiments were carried out to determine the effects of varying concentrations of oxLDL

on the Caz* transients in cardiomyocytes (Table 4). The systolic level of the Ca2*

transients was not significantly increased until the oxLDL concentration reached 100 ¡rg

oxLDL cholesterol/ml. This effect required at least 1.6 minutes before statistical significance

was achieved. Doubling the [oxLDL] further enhanced the effect and shortened the length

of time required to produce the effect. A toxic effect was observed when the concentration
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Figure 11. Representative recordings of calcium transients in control cardiomyocytes (A)'
cardiomyocytes treated n{th 0.1 mg cholesterol oxLDL/ml (B) or 1 mg cholesterol
oxLDL/ml (C). The recordings here are not continuous but for about 25 seconds then
stopped. At the second minute, another 25 second recording was tesumed, followed by
another 25 second recording at the fourth minute, etc. Note the stability in the calcium
transient recording in the control cell (A) over the entire measurement period and different
patterns of the increment in the cardiomyocytes treated with 0.1 mg oxLDL/ml and 1 mg

oxLDL/ml.
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Table 4" The effects of'varying concentnations of oxidized [.ÐÍ,
on calcíurn tnansíents ín nahhit ventnicular rnyocytes

Time (minutes)Oxldized

ILDLI
201612

10 ¡rglml
Systolic
Dlastolic

[cat*l

25 pglml
Systolic
Dlastolic

[ca'*l
50 pg/ml
Systdlc
Dlas'tollc

[cat*l

100 ¡rglml
Systollc
Dhstolic
tq"-l

ZO0 ¡¡glml
S¡rstolic
Dlastolic

[cat*l

10(X) ¡rglml
Systdlc
Dhstôllc
[cat*l

482 x.121
189 r 39

277 x56
128 x 24

339 * 119
179 * 49

426x6/.
211 *.4O

413 t 123
lBS + 59

234 * 35
132 * 18

M7 *.175
203 * &f

314 r 62
159 r 34

480 r 138
205 t 52

670 r 9B
236 ¡ 4O

@5tf89
198 t 69

250 r 39
168 * 21

701 r 167
234 xT7

4O7 t 83
163 r 39

555 r 192
248 t 72

787 x 117
272 x.45

998 t 296
215 r95

282 x 41
204 r 18*

719 t 191

256 *.87

445 r 181

203 r 39

650 r 213
2Bi * BB

866 * 156
301 r 53

1027 x281*
281 r 89

304 r 49
236 *.23"

753 x 212
277 x91

481 r 193
233 *.54

65O *.?27
3ß t.87

894 t 165*
311 t 56

1102 r 34O*
332 r 79

320 r 49
261 r 23"

776 x 233
302 r 123

516 t ?27
238 r 80

675 r 251
356 * 95

915 r 206*
315 r.49

1195 * 380t
349 * 92

321 *.37
286 * 19*

Values represent mear t S.E. *: P<0.05 vs control. (n=4-8). Calcium concentration is
in nM.
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of oxLDL was raised to 1000 ttg/ml. The diastolic [Ca2*] was significantly increased after

only I minutes of treatment'

Free radicals themselves may have a strong influence on the cardiomyo cy9 C*+

transient (369,376,377). Therefore, in o¡der to exclude the possibility that free radicals may

be primarily producing the effect rather than the oxLD! the effect on the Ca2+ transient

of varying the concentration of DHF was examined in the absence of LDL (Fig. 12). When

the concentration of FeClr-ADP was maintained at l- mM and 0.5 mM respectively, 0.3 mM

DHF did not produce a noticeable increment in the myocyte C** transient (Fig. I2A).

However, when the DHF concentration was increased to 3 mM, a striking increment in the

diastolic component of the Ca2* transient of treated myoryte was observed (Fig. 128).

The mechanism responsible for oxlDl-induced increment in the cardiomyocytes

Ca2* transient was of great interest. Nicardipine is a potent antagonist of the L-type C**

channel (i72,373). The effect of 4 p,M nicardipine on the Ca2* transient in control and

oxlDl-treated cells were investigated. Nicardipine blocked the C** transients from both

cell groups, however, the drug was more potent in oxLDL treated cardiomyocytes (Fig. 13).

In a series of experiments, the effect of nicardipine on the peak systolic [Cu'*] was evident

within 100 seconds, whereas in the control cells nicardipine did not cause a significant

decrease until 150 seconds after application (Fig. 1a).

The effect of oxLDL on the Ca2* transient in cardiomyocytes was examined as a

function of the perfusate Ca2* concentration (Table 5). As observed earlier (Figure 118

and Table 4), oxLDL produced a significant elevation of systolic Ca2* transient within 16

minutes when the extracellular [Cu'*] was 1.8 mM. However, when the extracellular Ca2*

concentration was lowered to 0.5 and 1 mM, oxLDL failed to produce a significant

increment in the Ca2* transient during 20 minutes of treatment.
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T'able 5. [nfluence of extracellular calcium concentrations o¡a the efïects
of oxídized [,1]f-, on calciurn transients in rabbit ventriculan rnyocytes

[cat*]" Time (minutes)

048121620
0.5 mM
Systolic 159 t 28 176 t 35 182 x 37 184 x.37 199 + 37 202 t 29

Diastolic 108 r 31 122 x30 130 t 33 136 t 33 142 x34 157 t 31

[ca'*]

1.0 mM
Systolic 226 x33 234 x3B 310 x74 351 t 93 355 t 103 355 t 78

Diastolic 151 t 37 222 x55 252 ¡79 286 + 88 300 t 87 300 t 89

[ca'*]

1.8 mM
systolic 426 x 64 670 r 98 787 x 117 866 t 156 894 t 165* 915 r 206*

Diastolic 211 x40 236 t 40 272 x45 301 t 53 311 t 56 315 t 49

[cat*]

All the experiments were carried out at 0.1, mg cholesterol oxLDL/ml. o: P<0.05 vs control. (n=4-
8). Calcium concentration is in nM.
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To further assess the mechanism for the effect of oxLDL on the Ca2* transient of

treated cardiomyocytes, the relationship of lipid peroxidation within the LDL to the change

in the cellular Ca2n transient was examined. Lipid peroxidation was assessed as MDA

products within the LDL. There was a good correlation between the oxLDL MDA content

and the percentage increase in the systolic Ca2* transient (Fig. 154-C).

The amount of MDA produced in the oxLDL was also dependent upon the

concentration of FeCl, present in the free radical generating system. 0.5 mM FeCl, in the

presence of 0.3 mM DHF and 0.5 mM ADP initiated a significant increase in the MDA

content of the oxLDL (Fig. 164). However, there was no significant alteration in the peak

systolic [Cu'*] until the FeCl, concentration reached 1.0 mM (Fig. 168). The correlation

coefficient between oxLDL MDA content and percentage change in systolic [Ca2*] was 0.78

(Fig. 16C).

The efficacy of an antioxidant in preventing the effects of free radicals on LDL and

subsequentty the changes in the ceilular Ca2* transient was examined. I-azaroid (U-745004)'

a novel antioxidant (378-380), completely inhibited MDA formation in the oxLDL (Fig.

17A).If preincubated with 2.5 - 10 ¡¿M lazaroid, LDL failed to produce any significant

increment in the systolic C** transient of treated cardiomyocytes (Fig. 178). A good

correlation (r=0.86) was displayed between the MDA production in oxLDL (as modified

by varying the preincubation concentration of lazaroid) and the percentage change of the

systolic lCu'*l in the transient (Fig. 17C)
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ntrn. Oxidatio¡r of selected lipids in LÐ[,: Effects on calcium transients in isolated rabbiÉ

cardiornyocytes.

LDL was pre-incubated with 0.1 mg /ml C.O. in the absence of catalase. The

incubation of LDL with C.O. alone will result in an oxidation of LDL cholesterol and the

generation of. H,rOr. An aliquot was removed and placed in a solution bathing the

cardiomyorytes and the intracellular calcium transient of isolated cardiomyocytes was

measured. In the control cells, the Ca2* transient is stable for > 60 minutes of stimulation

(292). Figure 18 shows representative results of calcium transients over time in

cardiomyocytes incubated with C.O. treated LDL + catalase. Recordings were paused after

25 seconds every 2 minutes in order to avoid photo bleaching the dye which could have

occurred during long exposure times to light. This protocol was used throughout the

experiments. A slow and steady increment in the Ca2* transient was observed after oxLDL

was incubated with the cardiomyocyte (Fig. 184). A striking increment in peak systolic

LC**l during the transient was noticeable during the treatment whereas the diastolic Caz*

level was unaltered. An decrease in excitability of treated cells was consistently observed

after - L6 minutes treatment with oxLDL (Fig. 184). When the above treatment was applied

to cells but in the presence of 0.1 mg/rnl catalase to inactivate the HrO, (Fig. 188), the

amplitude of the Ca2* transient was not significantly increased. A number of experiments

were carried out to investigate the effects of varying concentrations of oxLDL + catalase on

the C** transients in cardiomyorytes (Table 6). The systolic level of the Ca2* transients

was not significantly increased until the oxLDL concentration reached 50 ¡rg cholesterol/ml

oxLDL. This effect required at least 16 minutes before statistical significance was achieved.

This effect was not observed when catalase was present during the treatment of oxLDL.

The diastolic [Ca2*] was not significantly altered at any of the concentrations applied.
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T'able 6. T'he effects of varying concentnations of'oxidized [,ÐL t catalase
on caÌciurn tnansients in rabbit ventricular rnyoc¡{es

Oxidized
ILDLI
r catalase

Time (minutes)

1612

10 pglml
Systolic
Diastolic

207 x 13
117 t 8.9

50 pglml
Systolic 224 x 25
Diastolic 114 + 16

50 pglml
+catalase
Systolic 238 *.25
Diastolic 155 t 25

100 pglml
Systolic 235 r 49
Diastolic 147 t 42

100 ¡rg/ml
+catalase
Systolic 169 * 23
Diastolic 98 r 6

nM [Ca2*]

205 r 14
121 t 6.8

276 x 2O

128 ¡ 24

252 t 26
162 x 23

326 r 61
f83r¿16

202 ¡ 21

118 r 14

209 * 11

117 x 7.5

2¿1iì r 30
114 r 16

242 x 27
156 x 24

287 x62
169 r 45

181 r 20
f03t7

208 r 11

119 r 11

310 r 38
132 x 27

256 *.25
172 *.27

355 * 73
207 x52

208 ¡ 29
119 r 15

208 x 12
124 x.9.4

355t52*
133 t 28

2ú x21
181 t 28

383t39*
227 ¡51

?21 *.27
127 x24

Values represent mean t S.E. (n=4-8) n: P<0.05 vs control. If included, catalase w¿N present
at rutio of 1:1 (mg/mg) with cholesterol oxidase. Calcium concentration is in nM.
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To understand the mechanism of action of oxLDL on the Ca2* transient of treated

cardiomyocytes, the association of lipid peroxidation resulting from C.O. treatment within

the LDL to the change in the intracellular Ca2* transient was investigated. MDA products

within the LDL were determined as an index of lipid peroxidation. A good correlation

between the oxLDL MDA content and the percentage increase in the systolic Ca2* transient

was observed (Fig. 194-C).

The efficacy of antioxidants in preventing the effects of cholesteroi oxidase on LDL

was compared. Catalase in the ratio L:L (w:w) to cholesterol oxidase completely inhibited

MDA formation in the oxLDL (Fig.20A).Lazaroid, a novel antioxidant, and vitamin E also

prevented the production of MDA in the oxLDL but less efficiently compared to catalase

(Fig.20B).

Cholesterol oxidase itself may have a strong influence on the cardiomyo cyte Caz*

transient. Therefore, in order to exclude the possibility that C.O. itself may be inducing a

direct effect rather than the oxLD! the effect on the Ca2* transient of varying the

concentration of C.O. t catalase was examined in the absence of LDL (Fi5.21,, n=4-6).

When L mg/ml C.O. was applied to cardiomyocytes, no noticeable alteration in the myocyte

Ca2* transient was observed except a decrease in excitability appeared at 18 minutes (Fig.

21A). However, when the C.O. concentration was increased to 1.5 mgfml, a striking

increment in the diastolic component of the Ca2* transient of treated myorytes was observed

(Fig. 218). An immediate increment in the diastolic component of the C** transient

appeared when the C.O. concentration applied to the cardiomyocyte was increased to 2

mg/rnI (Fig. 21C). The possible protective role of catalase against this effect produced by

C.O. was also examined. The Ca2* transient of cardiomyocytes remained stable after 0.5

mg/rnl catalase was incubated with cardiomyocytes for 20 minutes (Fig. 21D). However,
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Fígure 2L" Representative recondÍngs of calciu¡m 6ransients in the cardiomyocytes after Éreatment with f,
mg/ml C.t. (A)' L.5 mg/ml C"0. (E),2 mg/ml C.0. (C),0.5 mg/ml catalase (Ð) and 2 mg/ml ûO. +
0.5 mg/ml catalase @). Recordíngs were only for 25s, then stopped and the data saved before re-initiating

the recording again for 25s two minutes later. The C.O. was added at the time point indicated by the

arrow. Note the stability in the calcium kansient recorded from cells treated with 1 mg/ml C.O. (.A) and

the striking elevatíon in the diastolic component of the calcium transient induced by 1.5 and}mg/ml C.O.

treatment (B & C). Note the steadiness of calcium transient in the cells treated with 0.5 mg/ml cat¿lase

(D) and tle complete loss of excitability in the cells treated with 2mg/rnl C.O. + 0.5 mg/mt catalase (E).
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catalase at this concentration failed to protect against the effects of 2 mg/ml C.O. on the

cell Caz* transient (Fig. 21E).

HPLC was used to determine if C.O. was indeed oxidizing cell membrane cholesterol

(Fig. 22). In the control cardiomyocytes, cholesterol is the major component of ceil

membrane (Fig.22B). One oxidized cholesterol,20 a-OH was also detectable in the control

cardiomyocyte. This may be due to the presence of some necrotic cells in the preparation.

Our cell isolation yield is about 70 - 80Vo rod shape, live, viable cells and 20-30% rounded,

necrotic cetls (Fig. 228). The most striking change in membrane cholesterol after C.O.

treatment was the appearance of 4-cholesten-3-one (Fig. 22C &. D). 4-cholesten-3-one

became very prominent when the C.O. concentration increased to 2 mglml and cholesterol

disappeared (Fig. 22D).

The by-product of cholesterol oxidation by cholesterol oxidase is hydrogen peroxide

(381). The possibility exists, therefore, that the effects on the cardiomyo cyte Caz* transient

produced by oxLDL may be due to the presence of HrO, rather than oxLDL itself.

Therefore, the effect of varying the HrO, concentration on the Caz* transient of

cardiomyocytes was investigated (Fig. 23). A significant increment in the diastolic Caz*

concentration of treated cardiomyocytes was observed. The greater the [HzOz] that was

applied to the cell, the faster the diastolic [Ca2*] increased (Fig. 234-C). 10 mM HrO,

treatment produced a rapid (4 t l minutes, n=4) increment in the diastolic [Ca2*] of

treated cardiomyocytes (Fig. 23A).1 mM and 0.L mM HrO, also produced an increment in

diastolic [Ca'*] in treated cardiomyocytes but it required a longer time to develop (L0 ! 2

and28 + 2 minutes, respectively, n=4-6) (Fig. n Be.C). However, the effects of HrO, on

the cell Ca2* transient were very different if LDL was present. If LDL was pre-incubated

with 0.1 mM HrO, and then this oxLDL was incubated with cardiomyocytes, an increment
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Figure 22. Representatíve EIPIÆ r'gcs¡dings of cholesterol species in cardiomyocytes t cholestenol oxÍdase

Érratment. A Standa¡d cholesterol and oxidized cholesterol species, peak #1: 4-cholesten-3-one; peak#Z:

cholesterol; peak #32 ?.0 a-OH cholesterol. B. Control cardiomyocyte. C: Cardiomyocyte,was incub-aæd

with 1 mg/ml C.O. for 60 minutes at 3?oC. D. Cardiomyocyte was incubated with Z mg/ml C.O. for 60

miiutes at37oC. Catalase was present at ratio of L:L (-g/-g) with C.O. in C & D.
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Figure 23. RepresentatÍve recordings of'calcium transients Ín myocytes after exposure to 1.0 ¡nM E{2O2 (A),

I ln&q,F,1,,$ (B), 0.1 mn! II2O, (C) on 0.1 mg/ml oxX,IlL oxidized by 0.X. Ð¡M H2O2 $)). Nofe the

difference in the time to a change in diastolic [Ca'*] after addition of va¡ious concentrations of tI2O2 (A-

C) and the increment in the calcíl¡m transient after cells were treated with 0.1 mg/ml IÐL oxídized by

0.1 mM HrOr (D).
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(54.4 t 47o) ofthe systolic Ca2* transient of cardiomyocytes was observed (Fig. 23D) (n=4).

The time to contracture of cardiomyocytes after treatment with varying

concentrations of HrOrwas also measured. The cells first lost excitability and then suddenly

shortened to a rounded state indicative of contracture. A very rapid contracture (2.4 t 0.3

minutes) of cardiomyocytes was produced by 20 mM HrO, treatment (Fig.2Ð. When the

concentration of HrO, was decreased to 0.1, mM, a much longer time was required for

cardiomyocytes to develop a contracture (28 t 2 minutes).

XV. ûxidative status of lipoproteins in coronaly disease patients.

Clinical data from both groups are shown in Table 7. Tlne level of serum cholesterol

in patients was significantly elevated in comparison to that of the control group (P<0.05).

The LDL cholesterol in patients was also higher than control. The increased LDL

cholesterol in patients inciuded total, free and esterified cholesterol as well. The LDL

triglyceride from patients was also notably higher compared to control.

The oxidized species of cholesterol in LDL and VLDL from both groups were

assessed using HPLC. The oxidized species of cholesterol identified were 4-cholesten-3-one

and 20 a-OH cholesterol (Figure 25). The content of 4-cholesten-3-one in LDL from

patients was significantly elevated over that of control (Table 8). The nonoxidized

cholesterol in the patients' LDL was also elevated in the HPLC measurements, thus

confirming the enzymatic analyses in Table 7. There was no significant difference between

the two groups with regard to the quantity of cholesterol and oxidized cholesterol in VLDL.

MDA was barely detectable in the LDL and VLDL of the two groups (Figure 26).

The average value of MDA in LDL and VLDL was 0.22 - 0.30 nmol/mg of lipoprotein
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Tabåe 7" Clinical data of conúno[ amd patñemts

Control Patients

Age (years) 48.4 ! 1.9 60.8 t 1.8

sex (M/F) t6/7 2Ll2

Serum chol. (mg/dl):

Total 159.9 t 6.8 211.5 ! 6.6 *

Free 71'.9 ! 3.L ND

Ester 88.1 t 4.7 ND

LDL chol. (mgldl):

Total 89.6 ! 7.2 161.5 t 20.6 u

Free 49.2 t 7.3 82.4 t Ll.z "

Ester 40.8 t 6.6 79.2 t 4.7 "

Triglyceride (mg/dl):

VLDL 96.3 t 10.2 95.4 t 8.3

LDL 42.2 ! 8.8 92."1. + 7.8 "

l

All the dataare means t SE of.23 samples. Chol: cholesterol; ND: not determined.

" significantly different from control (P<0.05).
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T'ahEe E" XãPXÆ daÉa of'K.KlL axad Vã,Ðl- choXesÉenoÍ

chol 4-3 one 20-a OH total chol

Control (Pglng LDL
protein)

(nsldI)

Patients (Pglng LDL
Protein)
(ns/dl)

Control '(Pglmg Vf.Pf,
protein)

(pgldr)

Patients (þglng vLDIr
protein)

(pgldl)

98 "52+ 7"22

5L"23
! 3"7

L63.84*
t 15"Ll,

90 "44*+ 8.34

76 "46t,7 "96

t_6 " 5L
+ 1"71_

75 "23! 4,79

L6 "25t L"04

0.98
! o"22

0.51
+ 0"11

4"38*
! L"62

2.42*
t 0.89

L.22
t 0"65

o "26t 0"L4

L. 35
+ 0.43

o "29+ 0"11

79.86
t L6.52

4L"52
t 8"59

L38.71
+ 26.76

76"57
t L4.77

L23 "32! 23 "36

26 "64+ 5"01-

LL2 " 3L
t 2L.96

24 "26! 4 "'14

180 " 07
+ t7.65

93"63
+ 9.18

306.45*
+ 37.33

l_69 " 1L*
t 20"61

2L0 " l_1_

! 20 "49

43 "25t 4"33

1_89 " 23
+ 25"33

40 "87+ 5"41-

Values are means t SE of 23 samples.

OH = 2Ga hydrory cholesterol; total chol =

of control v,alue (P<0.05).

chol = cholesterol;4-3 one = 4-cholesten-3-one; 20 e'

total cholesterol. 4 Significantly different from the value
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protein. A free radical generating system was utilized to determine the sensitivity of these

fractions to oxyradical attack. MDA production in LDL from coronary patients was

significantly higher than that from control samples after LDL incubation with the DHF-

Fe3*-ADP system. The MDA generated by this system in VLDL was not significantly

different between the two grouPs.

Basal LDL lysine content from the two groups was similar (Figure 27). However,

y¡DL lysine reactivity was significantly higher in control samples. As expected from

previous data (382), Iysine reactivity of LDL was significantly decreased after CuSOo

treatment for 60 minutes. This response was qualitatively and quantitatively similar between

the two groups. However, lysine reactivity after CuSOo treatment in patients' VLDL was

significantly decreased whereas control VLDL samples were unaffected by the treatment.

V. Effects of cholesterol oxidase on cultured vascular smooth muscle cells"

Treatment of vascular smooth muscle cells with cholesterol oxidase resulted in

morphological changes. Two major morphological alterations were observed, one of which

was the appearance of numerous transparent vacuolized droplets in the cytoplasm without

a change in cell shape. The other major change observed was that the cells became round

and transparent in the cytoplasm, under moderate treatment, with the centre of the cell
j;

appearing to be more dense (Fig.28). The extent of morphological change of the cells was

dependent upon the time of exposure and the concentration of cholesterol oxidase applied

(Fig.29). After 3 hours treatment with 1 mg/ml cholesterol oxidase, the number of affected

ceils increased significantly relative to untreated cells.

Trypan blue staining of cells was used to determine cell viability after cholesterol

oxidase treatment. Control cells excluded trypan blue (Fig 304). Cells treated with
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FÍgure 28. ÐffecÉs of'cholesterol oxidase on cell morpholory. A. Normal smooth muscle cells showing
typical, elongated spindle shape. B. After L hour treatment with 1mg/ml cholesterol oxidase, cells
become transparent and many vacuoles appear inside the cytoplasm (arrows) but the shape is
unchanged. C. After treatment with 1 mg/rnl cholesterol oxidase for 3.5 hours, two changes can be
observed. Some cells are spindlelike but contain transparent vacuoles in the cytoplasm (large arrow),
whereas other cells are rounded and transparent (small arrow).
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cholesterol oxidase also excluded trypan blue (Fig.30 B). In order to determine that this

response was not artifactual, the same cells were then exposed to 75Vo ethanol for 20

minutes. These cells were now strongly stained with trypan blue (Fig.30 C). In separate

experiments, cell viability was compromised by treating the cells with 1 mM DNP, a

mitochondrial poison (359), for 15 hours. These cells exhibited strong staining with trypan

blue (Fig.30 D). Cells treated with 0.1 mg/ml 4-cholesten-3-one f.or 24 hours exhibited

strong staining with trypan blue as well (data not shown).

DASPMI stains nuclei and energized mitochondria and can be used to detect the

integrity of mitochondrial enerry production (356-359). Thus, DASPMI is a reliable

fluorescent indicator of cell viability (356-359). The fluorescence photomicrographs showed

that control cells were evenly and brightly stained, and the cells which were treated with

cholesterol oxidase were similar to control (Fig.31 A&B). DASPMI fluorescence in cells

after ethanol or DNP treatment appeared less bright (Fig.31 D&E). The fluorescence

intensity from a number of experiments was quantified. The fluorescence intensity of

cholesterol oxidase treated cells was not changed in comparison to control, but the intensity

of the cells treated with ethanol, DNP and 4-cholesten-3-one was significantly decreased

(Fig.32).

Nile red was used as a sensitive fluorescent stain for the detection of cytoplasmic

lipid droplets (354,355). The cells showed brilliant droplets of yellow-gold fluorescence

which is indicative of neutral lipid deposits (383). As demonstrated in the

photomicrographs, normal smooth muscle cells possessed a few fluorescent droplets sparsely

spread throughout the cells, whereas the fluorescence of cholesterol oxidase treated cells was

more brightly and densely distributed in the cytoplasm (Fig.33 A&B). Fluorescence intensity

of treated cells was quantified and demonstrated to be significantly increased which was
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dependent not only upon the concentration of cholesterol oxidase used but also the time of

exposure of the cells to the enzyme (Fig. 34e35).

Oxidized cholesterol was not detectable by HPLC analysis in control cells. However,

oxidized species of cholesterol were generated after cholesterol oxidase treatment. The

oxidized cholesterol species which appeared were 4-cholesten-3-one and 20-a-OH

cholesterol. These species were significantly increased after 30 minutes exposure of the cells

to cholesterol oxidase treatment (Table 9). The content of 4-cholesten-3-one and 20-a-OH

cholesterol increased as the concentration of cholesterol oxidase applied to the cells

increased whereas the cholesterol content decreased correspondingly (Fig.36).

Two possible mechanisms of action of cholesterol oxidase can be considered. The

enzyme may be acting via: 1) a direct effect on the cell membrane itself, or 2) an indirect

action on some component of the medium surrounding the treated cells. Because the only

source of lipid content in the treatment medium is from the fetal calf serum which was

always present at 10Vo (V:V) in the cholesterol oxidase experiments, the effect of cholesterol

oxidase on cells in the absence of fetal calf serum was examined. The cells were treated with

1 mg/ml cholesterol oxidase for 4 hours with or without fetal calf serum. The cells treated

in the presence of fetal calf serum showed the same morphological change as described

above (Fig.28) whereas the cells treated without fetal calf serum demonstrated no changes

in comparison to untreated cells (data not shown). Further, if these same cells (+

cholesterol oxidase treatment but in the absence of'fetal calf serum) were washed, then

incubated for L8 hours in a medium which contained fetal calf serum, no morphological

changes were observed.
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times. The fluorescence intensity of nile red was significantly increased after 1-5 hours treatment. *

p < 0.05 vs control. (n=3).
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T'able 9" Genenaúion of oxidized cholesÉerol in vasc¡.llar srmooth rn¡.lscle

ce[[s aften varying tímes of exposune with cholesterol oxñdase-

Time (nin) (Z of total cholesterol species)

Cholesterol 4-3 one 20 a-OH

0 Loo 0.0 0"o

L5 95"3 t 2"4 4.2 + 1.4 0.6 t 1"9

30 86"4 ! 2"4¿t 10.0 t 1.5* 3"8 + 1"8*

60 84 "7 ! 2 "7* 8.5 t 1.7* 6 "7 t 1.9*

3OO .4 ! 2"4* L5"2 t L.sfr 28"4 + 1"8*

Values a"re means t SE of 4-6 experiments. Cholesterol oxidase at a concentration of 1.4 mg/ml

\ilas used to treat the cells. I-ipids were exEacted after treatment and cholesterol species anal¡zed via

TtrIÆ. I Significantly different (P<0.05) from control (time=0).
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VI. Efnects of'oxïdaÉive ¡nodificatio¡'l of'cholesúenol in isolaúed Ïow densify nipopnoteins on

culúured s¡nooûh ¡nuscle cells.

Oxidized cholesterol was not detectable in untreated isolated LDL fractions from

rabbit. After LDL was incubated with cholesterol oxidase, oxidized cholesterol species

were detected by HPLC (Fig 3l). The oxidized cholesterols generated were

4-cholesten-3-one, 20-a-OH cholesterol and 25-OH cholesterol after LDL was incubated

with cholesterol oxidase for 20 minutes or more. The results were quantified and are shown

in Figure 38. The major oxidized cholesterol species at 20 minutes was 4-cholesten-3-one.

The content of non-oxidized cholesterol in LDL progressively decreased as the time of

incubation with cholesterol oxidase increased. Approximately 557o of the LDL cholesterol

was oxidized after 5 hours incubation with cholesterol oxidase.

Lipoprotein peroxidation in LDL after the treatment of cholesterol oxidase was

determined by MDA formation using the TBARS method (Fig. 39). The amount of MDA

produced from the lipoprotein after treatment with cholesterol oxidase was dependent upon

the concentration of the enryme applied. The production of MDA from lipoprotein was

completely prevented by including catalase during the treatment with cholesterol oxidase.

Treatment of vascular smooth muscle cells with cholesterol-oxidized LDL resulted

in morphological changes. The morphological changes were similar to the cells treated with

cholesterol oxidase in a previous study (353). Briefly, two major alterations were observed,

one of which was the appearance of numerous transparent vacuolized droplets in the

cytoplasm without a change in celi shape. The other was that the cells became round and

transparent in the cytoplasm with the centre of the cell appearing to be more dense under

moderate treatment (data not shown but identical to that described in a previous study

(353)). The latter change was more prevalent.
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Nile red was used as a sensitive fluorescent stain for the detection of cytoplasmic

lipid droplets (383). Cells were exposed to the various compounds for 3 hours at 37 0C.

The fluorescence intensity of cells increased significantly after treatment with LDL

pre-incubated with cholesterol oxidase, whereas the fluorescence intensity of cells treated

with cholesterol oxidase alone, or LDL alone, or LDL and cholesterol oxidase but without

pre-incubation was not significantly changed (Fig a0).

The effect on the cells of different pre-incubation times of cholesterol oxidase with

LDL was investigated (Fig a1). After LDL underwent 2 or more hours of pre-incubation

with chotesterol oxidase and was then incubated with the cultured cells, the fluorescence

intensity of the treated cells was significantly increased. This increase in nile red

fluorescence intensity indicates an elevated lipid content in the cells. This observation is

corroborated by biochemical measurements of cellular cholesterol content after treatment

with cholesterol oxidase. LDL (0.1 rnl) and cholesterol oxidase (0.1 mg/ml) pre-incubated

for 3 hours and then applied to the cells for 5 hours resulted in a significant increase in the

cholesterol content in the cells (control: 39.52 t 2.6I nmol/mg; treated: 55.18 ! 3.7L

nmol/mg, P < 0.05 (n=3)). The cholesterol species detected by this method include the

oxidized species 20-e-OH cholesteroi and 25-OH cholesterol but do not include

4-cholesten-3-one.

The oxidized cholesterol species in the cells were identified by HPLC after treatment

of the cells with LDL pre-incubated with cholesterol oxidase (Fig aZ). The non-oxidized

cholesterol content gradually decreased as the pre-incubation time increased

whereas the %io content of oxidized cholesterol species in the cells increased. The species

of oxidized cholesterol identified were 4-cholesten-3-one, 20-a-OH cholesterol and 25-OH

cholesterol. The predominant oxidized cholesterol species present was 20 q-OH cholesterol.
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E. Ð{SCUSSTON

The results of mv first studv demonstrated that I-DL has the capacity to alter CuZ+

transients in isolated cardiomyocytes. This finding was not dependent upon a defect in the

cardiomyocyte. The cardiomyocyte preparation employed was capable of following regular

electrical stimulation and maintaining a stable CJ+ transient for over t hour. The resting

membrane potential of the cells was maintained at -80 mV for over t hour under

experimental stimulation. The LDL did not induce an elevation in restin g lcaz+ ] which

would have suggested that the membrane integrity of the cell had become compromised.

Furthermore, no change in cell shape or morphology could be detected visually upon

microscopic evaluation. The relative slowness of the effect (¿ ¡O minutes) would also argue

against a direct, artifactual modification of the fura signal itself by the LDL. The amplitude

of calcium transients are in an well agreement with other studies (range 110 - 400 nM)

(366,369,434).

The effects of LDL on the C?+ transient were probably due to a deposition of

cholesterol within the cardiomyoryte. The time dependency of the lipid deposition and the

1t
change in CaL- transient was similar. The length of time required to produce this effect

on the transient would argue strongly that the lipid had to be internalized and was not due

to a simple, non-specific association of LDL 
"¡¡ith 

the cell. However, it is less clear if the

reaction occurred via an LDL receptor mediated event. The competitive inhibition of the

Dil-LDL interaction with the cell by non-labelled LDL and the lack of an affect by FIDL

argue in favour of a receptor mediated action. The increase in cellular fluorescence with

Dil-LDL at37"C as opposed to 4'C is consistent with LDL internalization as well (384).

Furthermore, the time course of the lipid deposition ( > 30 minutes) is consistent with lipid
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deposition via I-DL receptors in other cell types (384). The increase in cellular cholesteryl

esters (Table 2) would also suggest LDL internalization took place, however, free

cholesterol esterification within the cell may also have produced this result. Conversely, the

requirement for such relatively high LDL concentrations to induce both lipid deposition and

the changes in the Ca2* transient would suggest that cholesterol may enter the cell via a

non-receptor pathway. An LDL concentration of 1- mg cholesterol/ml is far higher than

saturating levels for LDL receptors in any other cell type (348,350,352). Furthermore,

others have found in preliminary studies that it was difficult to observe active LDL receptors

in cardiomyocytes (385).

The effect of LDL on the C?+ ffansient was dependent upon extracellul a, CaZ*

(Table 3). This would strongly suggest that LDL is inducing an increase in the intracellular

CJ+ transient by stimulating transsarcolemm al C?+ influx. The pathw ay thatLDL may

be affecting is unclear but both Nu+ ¡CJ+ exchange and the CJ+ channel (two pathways

involved iî C#+ entry in the myocardium (386,387)) are sensitive to alterations in

sarcolemmal cholesterol content (258,318). Although the drug interactions with the

cardiomyocyte suggest that LDL may be influencing specific ion transport pathways, we do

not believe these data are interpretable in this manner in the present study. LDL induced

a generalized subsensitivity to all of the drugs tested. It was surprising to us that both an

antagonist (nicardipine) and an agonist (BAYK 8644) of the same pathway G?* channet)

would exhibit depressed responses after LDL treatment. It is likely that cholesterol

deposition in the membrane may be making it more difficult for the drug to exert its effect

on Ca2+ movements. Experimental evidence has shown that drugs may interact with the

membrane lipid domain prior to binding to specific receptors (388). It has been suggested

that cholesterol deposition may reduce the fluidity characteristics of the membrane and
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make it more difficult for drugs to reach their receptor sites (389). Our data are consistent

with this hypothesis.

The findings of the present study have significant pathophysiological implications.

The concentration of LDL cholesterol in serum from normal and hypercholesterolemic

patients is in the range of < 1 mg/ml and > | mgfml, respectively (69). The LDL

concentration in the interstitial space which is in contact with cardiomyocytes is about 50Vo

of the plasma concentration (323). Under atherosclerotic conditions when the endothelial

barrier may be compromised (390), one would expect this percentage lo be far higher than

50Vo (39L). Thus, the LDL concentration (1 mg/rnt) which was shown to induce an increase

in the cardiomyo cyte Caz+ transient may not have physiological relevance but is well within

the range expected in hypercholesterolemic patients. Out data would also suggest that lower

concentrations than 1 mg/rnl may induce changes in the Ca2* transient under more chronic

incubation conditions than one hour. The data, therefore, may partially explain the

alterations in cardiac contractile performance observed under conditions of high circulating

cholesterol or atherosclerosis (392-395). The present results also suggest the potential for

hypercholesterolemic patients to possess a general insensitivity to drug therapy.

The second part of my study demonstrates that oxLDL (S200 u,gln:il) can increase

the peak systolic [Cu'*] without affecting the diastolic [Ca2*] in isolated cardiomyocytes.

Three confounding factors should be addressed before discussing these results. First, it is

possibte that the integrity of the cells was compromised during isolation which may have

predisposed them to the effects of oxI-DL. However, several observations would argue

against this. The cells appeared viable, undamaged and functionally intact based upon their

rod-like shape and regular rhythmic contraction which followed the electrical stimulation for

> 60 minutes. Furthermore, the resting membrane potential of the cells was maintained at -
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80 mV for over 60 minutes under our experimental conditions (292). The cells in the present

study were employed for much less than 60 minutes. Therefore, the cells did not appear to

be compromised prior to oxLDL exposure. Secondly, at low concentrations (100 u'glml),

oxLDL did not induce an elevation in resting lC*.1which would have suggested that the

membrane integrity of the cell had become compromised during the treatment of the cells.

Finally, the possibility also exists that the effects on the transient were not produced by the

oxLDL but instead caused by the free radicals which accompanied the oxLDL when it was

apptied to the cells. However, the concentration of DHF present with L00 ¡rg oxl-Dl-/rnt (0.3

mM) did not produce any alteration in the Caz* transient on its own. Thus, the alteration

in the Caz* transient was a result of an action by the oxLDL.

The mechanism by which oxLDL altered the Ca2* transient was investigated. The effect

of oxLDL on the Ca2* transient was dependent upon extracellul ar Caz* . This would strongly

imply that oxLDL has the ability to produce an increment in the intracellular C** transient

by stimulating transsarcolemmal C** influx. Opening of the Ca2* channel is primarily

responsible for C** entry in the myocardium (3S7). The cardiomyocytes treated with

oxLDL were more sensitive to the L-type Ca2* channel antagonist nicardipine than control

cells. This would suggest that oxLDL may be altering the Ca2+ chan¡el characteristics in

some way. This interpretation agrees with the work of Josephson and colleagues who

recently reported that oxidant-induced calcium loading in cardiac myogrtes was due to an

increased Ca2* influx through the voltage-gated Ca2t channels (396).

The free radical generating system in our study is capable of producing several species of

free radicals, such as superoxide anions, hydrogen peroxide and hydroxyl radicals (373,397).

These free radicals interact with I-DL and cause rapid peroxidation in vitro and in vivo

(88,97,398). MDA content is a relatively good indicator of lipid peroxidation (399,400).
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During the process of lipid peroxidation in LDL, a variety of highly reactive aldehyde

products (including MDA) are generated, which, in turn, can form covalent bonds with

protein, and oxidize cholesterol (88,401). Our results demonstrate a good correlation

between the MDA content in the oxLDL and the increment of systolic ÍCu'*l in the treated

cells. The obsewation that lazaroid effectively protected the LDL from lipid peroxidation

and also protected against the change in Ca2* transients in the treated cells would further

support the conclusion that an interaction of the lipid peroxidation products in the oxLDL

with the cardiomyo qte may play an important role in modiffing the C** transient. It is

unclear at present precisely how it does this. Two possibilities exist. Receptor mediated

endorytosis of oxLDL has been reported in other cell types (352,402,403). Flowever, using

a fluorescently labelled oxLDL probe (dil-oxl-Dl-), we could not detect any evidence of

oxLDL receptors in cardiomyocytes (data not shown). An alternative transport process

would involve passive, concentration dependent diffusion of the lipid from the LDL into the

cell (72). Oxidized lipids are known to enter cells at a much faster rate than native lipid

species (404,405). In this regard, the oxLDL produced an effect on the Ca2* transient in

cardiomyocytes at a much faster rate (-2 fold) and at a much lower concentration (-10

fold) than native LDL (292).

The findings of the current study have significant pathological implications. Iron-

dependent lipid peroxidation is thought to play a central role in in vivo situations where

o4ygen radical mediated tissue damage is important (406). Free radical induced cardiac

dysfunction and damage maybe important in ischemia/reperfusion or hypoxiaf reorygenation

conditions (324,325). Previous studies with these experimental models (324,396,407,408) have

used buffer perfused hearts to examine the effects of free radicals. Our work suggests that

these previous studies may have underestimated the effects of free radicals by excluding
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lipids from the circulating buffer system. Our work shows LDL potentiates the effects of

oxygen derived free radicals. There were no alterations in the Caz* transient after the

cardiomyocyte was exposed to a free radical generating system containing 0.3 mM DHF.

However, in the presence of LDL, 0.3 mM DHF treatment produced significant increment

in both systolic and diastolic [Ca2*]. Therefore, our results suggest that oxLDL may play a

role in the alteration of cardiac contractile performance during ischemia/reperfusion and

hypoxia/ reorygenation conditions, particularly in patients with higher serum LDL

cholesterol concentration. Our work has relevance to the in vivo state. The concentration

of LDL cholesterol in the interstitial space which is in contact with cardiomyocytes is < 500

p,g/d or > 500 trg/rú in normal subjects and hypercholesterolemic patients, respectively

(69,323). This is well in excess of what was required to produce an effect on the

cardiomyocyte in the present study. LDL has also been previously demonstrated to be

oxidized in the subendothelial space (106,320,326,327). Thus, these data are consistent with

the possibility that LDL can be oxidized and cardiomyocytes may be in contact with this

oxLDL. In addition, the protective effect of lazaroid against both lipid peroxidation by free

radicals and changes in [Ca2*] in the oxLDL treated cells, may also have an important

clinical implication.

The third component of my study demonstrated that LDL oxidized by C.O. ( < 100

trgln:.J) could increase the peak systolic [Cu'*] without affecting the diastolic [Ca2*] in

isolated cardiomyocytes. It is possible that the effects on the Caz* transient were not

produced by the oxLDL bui were instead due to the C.O. which accompanied the oxI-DL

when it was applied to the cells. However, the amount of C.O. present with 0.1 mg

oxLDL/ml (0.1 mg/ml) did not generate any change in the Ca2* transient on its own (data

was not shown). Similarly, it is also possible that HrOr, a by-product of the effects of C.O.
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on cholesterol, may also have a direct effect on the Ca2* transient. Since 1 mol of HrO, can

be generated per mol of cholesterol oxidized, oxidation of all cholesterol in 0.1 mg

cholesterol/mlLDL moiety will yield 0.26 p.molHrO, or an [HrOr] of 0.26 mM. A 0.1 mM

[HrOz] did not produce alterations in Ca2* transients during the < 20 minutes time course

of the experiments in the present study. Furthermore, generation of 0.26 mM FI'O, is

dependent upon all cholesterol becoming oxidized which is unlikely at C.O. concentrations

< L.0 mglrnl (332). Therefore, the [HrOr] generated by the C.O. action on LDL in the

absence of catalase would more likely be much lower than 0.26 mM. Thus, the change in

the cellular Caz* transient was a result of an action exerted directly by the oxLDL.

treatment of LDL by C.O. alone can produce an oxidation of cholesterol in LDI-

and the generation of HrOr, which in turn can oxidize lipids in the LDL moiety (332,381).

By including catalase in the incubation of LDL with C.O., we can negate the effects of HrO,

and separately define the roles of cholesterol oxidation and fatty aql chain peroxidation in

the effects of oxLDL on Ca2* transients. Several lines of evidence suggest that it is fatty acyl

chain peroxidation rather than oxidized cholesterol in the LDL moiety which plays the

primary role in the oxl-Dl--induced alteration of C** transients. First, a good correlation

was observed between the MDA content in the oxLDL and the increase of systolic [Cat*]

in the treated cells. MDA is an indicator of lipid peroxidation (400,401). Secondly, catalase

effectively protected LDL from lipid peroxidation and also protected against the change in

Ca2* transients in the treated cells. This would further support the conclusion that an

interaction of the lipid peroxidation products in the oxLDL with the cardiomyocyte may play

an important role in modifying the Ca2* transient. The protective effect of catalase against

the MDA production in the oxLDL was more efficient than that of lazaroid and vitamin E.

This would suggest that LDL peroxidation was primarily induced by HrOrsince catalase is
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a more efficient at inactivating IrJ'rO, (409,410). I-azaroid and vitamin E are good general

free radical scavengers (102,123,133,379). Third, HrOrtreatment of LDL induced the same

increase in systolic [Ca'*] in the cell that C.O. treatment of LDL (- catalase) did (Fig. 23D).

Together, these data strongly suggest thatErOrinduced fatty acyl chain peroxidation in the

LDL and it was these products which caused the change in systolic Ca2* levels. Conversely,

when LDL cholesterol was selectively oxidized by C.O. in the presence of catalase, no

change in systolic [Ca'*] was observed. This clearly rules out oxidized LDL cholesterol as

a mechanistic factor.

The effects of C.O. treated LDL t catalase on the cell [Caz*] were very different

than the effects of C.O. or HrO, on cellular Ca2* in the absence of LDL. Exposure of cells

to C.O. without LDL produced a decrease in excitability, an increase in diastolic [Ca2*] and

eventually cell contracture. Systolic [Cat*]was not increased as was the case when cells were

exposed to oxLDL. It is very likely that oxidation of cell membrane cholesterol by C.O.

produced nonspecific membrane damage resulting in a leakage of. Caz* into the cell. HPLC

data showed the generation of 4-cholesten-3-one in the membrane with a corresponding

decrement of membrane cholesterol after the cardiomyocytes were treated with C,O. In

isolated cardiac sarcolemmal membranes, oxidation of membrane cholesterol resulted in

significant changes in Ca2* flux and an increase in passive Ca2* permeability characteristics

(282).It is possible as well that cholesterol oxidation by C.O. may have increased cell Ca2*

via a direct inhibition of sarcolemmal ion transport protein activities (282). Catalase, the

specific chelator of H2O2, did not provide any protection against the effects of C.O. on cell

contracture.

At higher concentrations, HrO, also has its own effect on the intracellular diastolic

Ca2* level and can cause cardiomyocyte contracture. Our results agree with other studies
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that this effect of YI¡O, is time and concentration dependent (396,477). There are several

mechanisms for the increase in the diastolic [Ca'*] caused byÍtrrOr. These include: 1) an

inhibition of sarcolemmal Na*-K+ ATPase, resulting in intracellular Caz* overload via Na*-

Ca2* exchange (363); 2) nonspecific membrane damage caused by sarcolemmal lipid

peroxidation which renders the sarcolemma leaþ to Caz* @12); 3) Hzozmight depress the

sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2* pump function which may lead to Ca2* overload in the treated

cardiomyocytes; 4) accelerated calcium influx through voltage gated calcium channels

(294,396).

The findings of the current study have significant pathologicat implications for the

heart. Cardiac dysfunction and damage produced by oxygen derived free radicals may be

important in ischemia/reperfusion or hypoxia/reoxygenation conditions (324,333). Previous

worf has demonstrated that LDL can potentiate the effects on Ca2* transients of oxygen

derived free radicals on their own (294). Lipid peroxidation is thought to play a critical role

in invivo situations where olygen radical mediated tissue damage is important (88,330,399).

Our study suggests the fatty acyl groups found in LDL phospholipids, triglycerides and

cholesteryl esters are the most important component in oxLDL for stimulating the Ca2*

transient of isolated cardiomyocytes. Oxidation of LDL cholesterol does not account for the

effect on the Ca2* transient produced by oxLDL. Protection against LDL peroxidation by

antioxidants like lazaroid, vitamin E and especially catalase may have important clinical

applications. Clearly, in view of the differences we observed in the effects of HrO, on cell

function in the absence or presence of I-Dl the present data demonstrate the importance

of studying free radical effects in a medium which contains circulating tipids.

Oxidatively modified LDL has attracted much attention because of a potentially

important role in the atherosclerosis process (430-433). In vitro oxidation of LDL results
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in an increased content of oxidized forms of cholesterol, derivatizatíon of lysine amino

groups, decreased content of polyunsaturated fatty acids and an increased negative charge

and density (88,99). Unfortunately, no study to date has identified which of the oxidation

sites within the LDL moiety is most affected in patients suffering from coronary artery

disease. In the forth part of my study, the most striking change in the oxidative profile of

the LDL in coronary disease patients was in the cholesterol component. Two oxidized LDL

cholesterol species, 4-cholesten-3-one and20 a-OH cholesterol, were present in both control

and coronary disease patients. Other studies have identified 7 a-OH cholesterol, 7-

ketocholesterol (413) and 26-OH cholesterol (414) in plasma from healthy individuals.

Thus, the present study represents the first identification of 4-cholesten-3-one and20 o-OH

cholesterol in plasma from coronary disease patients. Our HPLC method for separating the

oxidized cholesterol species is ideal to detect these species, particularly 4-cholesten-3-one

(361). This species was not resolved from the solvent peak using previous methods. The

presence of oxidized cholesterol in the sample is unlikely to be a result of oxidative

modification of the sample during isolation. Antioxidant agents like EDTA and propyl

gallate were included throughout the lipoprotein isolation, during dialysis and storage to

prevent lipoprotein autooxidation (415). Thus, the results are unlikely to be generated

during isolation and processing and instead reflect an accurate in situ condition.

Our results revealed that very low levels of MDA were present in LDL and VLDL

from both coronary heart patients and healthy control subjects. The low MDA level

indicates that little lipid peroxidation of circulating lipoprotein occurs in vivo. Although

some controversy exists concerning the specificity of the TBARS-MDA methodology used

in the present study, the assay remains a useful tool in monitoring relative lipid peroxidation

events in vitro (88,132,399). The in vitro free radical generating system used here was Fe3*
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-ADP-DFIF. Auto-oxidation of DHF produces large steady state levels of superoxide anions

which may then form additional active oxygen radicals capable of inducing lipid peroxidation

(363,397). In the presence of Fe3* -ADP with DHF, an active oxygen radical (i.e., hydroxyt)

can be produced which further promotes the peroxidative reaction in lipoprotein (397,476).

When LDL was incubated with this free radical generating system, MDA production from

coronary heart disease patients was significantly higher than control (Figure 26). This

suggests that LDL from coronary heart patients was more vulnerable to peroxidative

modification by free radicals. Our results are qualitatively similar to the work of Harats et

al (L32) who examined peroxidation of LDL in cigarette smoking subjects. They

demonstrated that cigarette smoking renders plasma LDL more susceptible to subsequent

in vitro peroxidative modification by a free radical generating system despite similar low

levels of LDL peroxidation in native plasma or LDL of smokers and nonsmokers (132).

Smoking by the subjects in either group was unlikely to be a confounding factor in our study.

Onty 3 of the patients and 2 of the control subjects were cigarette smokers. They ranged

from 0.25-1.0 packs/day. The remaining subjects in this study had never smoked or had quit

smoking for at least three years prior to the study.

LDL contains polyunsaturated fatty acids that can be converted to reactive aldehydes

and other oxidized lipids which then react with the protein in LDL (88,99). Oxidation of

the LDL apoprotein has been detected previously by demonstrating an alteration in the

lysine reactivity (104,364). In its native state, LDL lysine reactivity was not different

between the groups indicating that apoprotein oxidation was similar between the groups.

This observation is consistent with the LDL lipid peroxidation data which demonstrated no

significant difference between groups with respect to native LDL peroxidation. The greater

reactivity of the patients' VLDL lysine to oxidative modification by CuSO4 is difficult to
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explain, particularly since it was the only change observed in the VLDL fraction.

It is possible that the larger percentage of women in the control group may have

affected the resuits. In examining the data from the women in comparison to the total data,

we could find no outlying datathatwould suggest to us that the women in either group were

skewing the data one way or another. Thus, we do not believe that the smaller proportion

of women in the patient group independently accounted for any of the observed differences.

However, the small sample size for the women in this study limits the relevance of the

findings to the female population.

The results may have pathological significance. Oxidized LDL cholesterol has been

demonstrated to have important effects on lipid deposition and morpholory of cultured

vascular smooth muscle cells (353). In addition, generation of the 4-cholesten-3-one species

of oxidized cholesterol in cell membranes has been shown to result in significant changes

in ion movements (282). LDL which has had its tipid peroxidized, for example by

monocytes (343), smooth muscle cells (97) or endothelial cells (405), has a greater capacity

to enter the macrophage and induce foam cell formation (88,99). Therefore, the higher

content of oxidized cholesterol in LDL and the greater sensitivity of the LDL to

peroxidative challenge in patients with coronary artery disease may provide an explanation

for the accelerated atherosclerotic changes in the vasculature of these patients. Our data

suggest that the subendothelial space may not be the only location where lipoprotein

oxidation is evident. Our results are consistent with a role for oxidized LDL in the coronary

disease process in humans.

Much attention has been given recently to the oxidatively modified derivatives of

cholesterol with regard to their potential in the atherosclerosis process. trn the fifth part of

my Study. cholesterol oxidase, arl enzyme which catalyzes the oxidation of cholesterol to
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4-cholesten-3-one and other oxidized cholesterol derivatives, was used to treat cultured

rabbit aortic smooth muscle cells. The results demonstrated that cholesterol oxidase

altered lipid deposition in the cell and changed cell morphology.

The cell viability was not changed after moderate treatment with cholesterol oxidase.

This conclusion is based upon several observations. First, the treated cells excluded trypan

blue but cells treated with other agents known to compromise cell viability demonstrated

intense staining. Secondly, DASPMI, a mitochondrial marker which was used as a

fluorescent indicator of cell viability, demonstrated that cholesterol oxidase treatment did

not alter mitochondrial energetics whereas other agents like DNP and ethanol did affect the

cellular energy status. Further, cells were monitored visually on a daily basis for up to L

week after cholesterol oxidase treatment. The affected cells (as in Fig 288) did not exhibit

further morphological changes nor were they released from the culture dish surface.

Together, these observations would strongly suggest that in spite of a significant

accumulation of oxidized cholesterol, morphological changes and elevated lipid deposition,

cell viability was maintained.

This conclusion would appear to be in contrast to earlier results of Peng and

coworkers. Peng et al (335,336) demonstrated that smooth muscle cells were necrotic after

adding 200ug/ntJ. of cholesterol autooxidation products to the culture medium for 24 hours.

The dead cells were small, round and stained darkly. Ultrastructurally, the cells were totally

devoid of intracellular organelles and were replaced by granular structures, whirled

membranes, and dilated vacuoles (335,336). In order to compare the effect of cholesterol

oxidase and oxidized cholesterols in cultured cells, we repeated Peng's experimental

protocol. Our experiments using 4-cholesten-3-one treatment of cells demonstrated similar

results to those of Peng et al (335,336). The reason for the difference in results between
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adding 4-cholesten-3-one to the medium and exposing the cells to cholesterol oxidase,

therefore, appears to be the method of introducing oxidized cholesterol to the smooth

muscle cells.

The effect of cholesterol oxidase on smooth muscle cells was dependent upon the fetal

calf serum which was present in the culture medium. If fetal calf serum was absent,

cholesterol oxidase had no effect. Thus, the effects of cholesterol oxidase were not due to

an action on the cell membrane itself but due to some factor in the fetal calf serum. Many

factors in the serum could be responsible for the effects, but low density lipoprotein is a

major carrier of cholesterol in the blood. Therefore, we have hypothesized that the most

likely factor of importance is low density lipoprotein. Further work with isolated LDL

fractions has confirmed this hypothesis (see the sixth part of thesis). The oxidized LDL may

be interacting with the cell via a specific receptor pathway (417,4L8). Conversely, when

Peng and colleagues (335,336) examined the effect of oxidized cholesterol on cells by adding

oxidized cholesterol directly to the incubation medium, it is highly improbable that it was

interacting with the cell through this receptor pathway. Instead, it may have been absorbing

to the membrane or inserting itself in a non specific manner into the membrane to elicit

local disordering effects. It is difficult from the present data to conclude what receptor the

modified I-DL may be interacting with. It may be a "scavenger receptor" or, because only

the cholesterol and not the apoprotein was being oxidized, the modified LDL may be acting

through the conventional LDL receptor.

The present results may have pathological significance in the atherogenic process.

Foam cells occur in early atherosclerotic lesions (fatty streaks), as well as in mature

plaques. The foam cells are derived from either intimal smooth muscle cells or from

wandering blood monocytes (4tg). The cells treated with cholesterol oxidase exhibit a
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similar morphological appearance and excessive lipid deposition as foam cells. Fowler and

colleagues used electron microscopy to study ultrastructural features of arterial smooth

muscle cells in varying stages of atherosclerotic lesions and demonstrated varying degrees

of lipid accumulation (419). Foam cells are enriched in cholesterol and lysosomal enzymes

(419,420). Foam cells are not necrotic . Our data would suggest that cholesterol oxidation

is not necessarily toxic to smooth muscle cells. Instead, these cells can accumulate lipids

and transform in a manner similar to that observed in atherosclerotic lesions. Oxidized

cholesterol, therefore, may play an important role in atherogenesis and lipid deposition.

Considerable experimental evidence now implicates oxidatively modified LDL as a

highly atherogenic factor (88,326). The site of oxidation within the LDL is currently under

investigation. The sixth part of this study has focused on the oxidative modification of

cholesterol in LDL and the effect of these modified lipoprotein particles on cultured

vascular smooth muscle cells. The results demonstrate that oxidized cholesterol is not

present in isolated, native LDL fractions from rabbit and this LDL does not affect smooth

muscle cells when incubated with these cells under our experimental conditions. FIowever,

cholesterol-oxidized LDL has the potential to influence intracellular lipid deposition and

induce morphological changes of vascular smooth muscle cells.

Hydrogen peroxide is a by-product of cholesterol oxidation by cholesterol oxidase (381).

The possibility exists, therefore, that the effects observed were due to the presence of F{rO,

and not due to the cholesterol oxidation. However, catalase was included in the medium

to scavenge the HrOtwhenever cholesterol oxidase was used in the present experiments.

We have calculated that even if all the LDL cholesterol were oxidized, the amount of HrO,

produced would still be three-fold less than the catalase activity present which would be

required to scavenge it completely. The results from MDA determination of lipoprotein
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peroxidation (Fig. 39) are consistent with our hypothesis that ÍJrO,^ produced by the

cholesterol oxidase reaction has the ability to peroxidize the lipoprotein. However, in the

presence of catalase, the peroxidative effect of HrO, on lipoprotein was completely

prevented. Therefore, the results reflect an effect of cholesterol oxidation on LDL and not

an action of hydrogen peroxide.

Biochemical assays, HPLC analysis and the fluorescence data all suggest that totai

cellular lipid content is elevated after the cell is exposed to LDL which contains oxidized

cholesterol. This is likely to be as a result of accelerated deposition of the different

cholesterol species from the LDL into the cell. However, it is curious that the non-oxidized

cholesterol content in the treated cells actualiy decreased not increased (Figure 42). This

is consistent with previous results (353). The reason that non-oxidized cholesterol decreased

remains unclear. Several possibilities exist. First, endogenous cellular cholesterol synthesis

may be inhibited by exposure to oxidized cholesterol. Previous data support this possibility

(419). Secondly, the free cholesterol on the cell surface may be oxidized by the cholesterol

oxidase (282,421); therefore, cholesterol content may correspondingly decrease. Third, the

cholesterol oxidase enzyme may enter the cell and oxidize in situ cholesterol. This is

unlikely unless the membrane is very leaþ (421). Fourth, cholesterol oxidation may

proceed from HrO, production or via self propagation. There is no evidence currently for

the latter possibility and, as discussed above, it is highly unlikely that hydrogen peroxide had

any effect on the cells. Thus, the decrease in cellular unoxidized cholesterol is probably due

to a combination of inhibition of cholesterol synthesis by the entry of oxidized I-ÐL

cholesterol and some oxidation of surface membrane cholesterol at the cell surface. This

oxidation of membrane cholesterol, however, is not sufficient to alter membrane

permeability and cell viability (353,421).
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The present results confirm and extend earlier observations (353) on the effects of

cholesterol oxidase on smooth muscle cells. The effects of the enryme are not due to a

direct action on the cell. The observation (Figure 40) that pre-incubation of LDL with

cholesterol oxidase was necessary to elicit changes clearly demonstrates that cholesterol

oxidation of LDL, not the cells, was central for the effect. It also confirms the hypothesis

(353) that the effects of cholesterol oxidase which were dependent upon the medium

surrounding the cells was likely due to LDL particles in the medium. However, it does not

rule out the possibility that other factors in the serum may also play a role. The present

finding that incubation of cells in the presence of cholesterol oxidase and serum did not

elicit significant changes in nile red fluorescence (Fig. a0B) would appear to be in contrast

to our previous results (353). However, the cholesterol oxidase concentration selected in

the present study (0.1 mg/ml) is below the range required to elicit significant changes (353).

The physiological significance of oxidized cholesterol is unclear. Several possibilities exist.

Cholesterol oxidase is known to be present in liver where it is involved in the metabolism

of cholesterol (422). Also, the en:ryme is found in some bacteria in the colon (421,422).

The possibility exists that the enryme could leak from the liver or transfer through the colon

from bacteria to the blood where it could modiff LDL in vivo. Alternatively, oxidized

choleste¡ols which are present in various foods (423) may also be absorbed through our diet

and enter the bloodstream. It is also possible that cholesterol oxidation may proceed in

vivo by free radical mechanisms (L01,424,425). In pathological conditions which result in

a stimulation of free radical production (ischemia, inflammation),cholesterol oxidation may

occur (426).

Since our results demonstrated that oxidation of cholesterol in LDL can alter lipid

deposition and cell morphology in a manner similar to that commonly exhibited in
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atherosclerotic plaques (353,419), the present results may have implications in atherogenesis.

Free radical scavenging systems (vitamin E, butylated hydroxytoluene, probucol) have been

shown to prevent the formation of oxidized LDL and inhibit atherogenesis (422,427). The

present study supports the hypothesis (88,353) that one of the important sites of oxidation

within the LDL molecule may be cholesterol.
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